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► PUBLIC HOURS:
Saturday, October 8, 2016 • 10:00 - 18:00
Sunday, October 9, 2016 • 10:00 - 17:00

► TICkeTS*: 
1-day ticket € 20
Weekend ticket € 30

► DISCOUnTeD 1-Day TICkeTS*:
Disabled persons, seniors ( 65 and older), students € 12
Child (ages 6-14) free

* All prices include 19 % VAT

► DemO COnCeRTS & LeCTUReS:
First-come, first-served; once all seats are taken doors will close.
Doors will remain closed during concerts and lectures.
The schedule is subject to change without notice.
Free OF ChArge FOr TiCkeT hOlDerS

The holy Grail GuiTar Show 2016
October 8 & 9, 2016 Estrel Berlin 

Sonnenallee 225 
12057 Berlin 
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PASSAGE The Holy Grail Guitar Show is organized by the european Guitar Builders e.V. (eGB).
an important part of the eGB’s mission is the promotion of the luthier-built guitar
among the guitar playing public.
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in today’s connected 
world we can browse 
the internet and find 
out about builders all 

across the globe, check out their work, we can order a guitar 
or buy it directly and have it sent to us. So you might think that 
in this day and age traveling to Berlin to visit a guitar show is 
superfluous. Nothing could be further from the truth. Touching, 
experiencing the instrument in person is paramount – nothing 
can replace that. in this catalogue an article by Andrea Ballarin 
(Manne guitars), illustrates the point very well - the guitar is not 
just about how it sounds, or looks. it is about how it feels when 
you hold it, its response to your fingers and what it can entice 
you to play - a good guitar will expand your capabilities, it will 
lead you down roads you have not yet imagined traveling. it 
will take you places. it can be congenial or leave you cold. in its 
expressiveness and with its capacity to project your personality 
it is a truly intimate instrument. But to find out about all that you 
have to hold it and play it - feel the tension of the strings, the 
vibration, the weight and the volume of the body and the shape 
of the neck. 

But - after all, you are here - in Berlin, at the Show - so you already 
know that! 

When we started to plan for the first The Holy Grail Guitar Show 
back in 2012, we did not know how it would turn out. We had 
faith that our concept was a good one, culled from our combined 
experience of hundreds of all kinds of guitar shows. But being 
luthiers and not professional event managers, we had no idea 
if we could actually pull it off. We tried to get everything right. 
We wanted to create the best setting for the presentation of our 
instruments and we put a lot of thought into how to achieve that. 
in its brief life The Holy Grail Guitar Show has already changed 
the paradigm of guitar shows and it has had quite an impact 
on the luthier scene in europe. As a gathering of luthiers it is 
a testament to the camaraderie among 
colleagues, and as an exhibition of our 
work it is a congenial presentation of the 
pinnacles of craft and art embodied in the 
instruments on display. 

So today we are proud to open the doors to the Third edition 
and want to extend a warm welcome and Thank You to all of you, 
luthiers and visitors who have made this possible and who have 
contributed to the Show’s success!

A question we often get asked is: What makes The Holy Grail 
Guitar Show so special? There are many answers to that - but 
maybe one thing sticks out: i’ve recently come across a term 
that struck me: “mimetic desire” - roughly it means desire which 
arises not authentically from within a person, but desire that has 
been taken from someone or somewhere else. Of course that’s 
what advertising is all about - to engender desires you may 
not ever have had otherwise. Much of our world’s commercial 
gears are being constantly lubricated that way. Nothing much 
seems to happen without advertising - the louder and flashier, 
the better. it is all around us. Well, as small builders we do not 

have large budgets to advertise widely, or pay endorsers to 
create this ‘mimetic desire’ that drives most of the market. On 
the face of it we are at a distinct disadvantage compared to the 
large companies, which are able to generate it in spades. it is 
something we cannot compete with.

But in the end, is this really what we want anyway? As we 
worked on the first Show we realized that this project entailed 
a philosophy, a general concept about the meaning of what it is 
we do as guitar makers, and about what we want our guitars to 
mean to their owners and players: we want a different paradigm 
entirely, one based on authenticity. We are looking for the 
‘authentic desire’ our instruments will spark in you. 

The life of the luthier is sustained by an authentic passion 
for the instrument, honed and chiseled in the crosswinds 
of perennial financial hardship and a sometime precarious 
existence. Our craft exists in a tenuous space, dependent on 
the state of the economy and the disposable income players 
can dedicate to their passion. Well, that’s okay - making a lot 
of money with our instruments isn’t really what drives us (and 
sadly it rarely happens). it is the authentic appreciation you give 
our instruments that is the true value we receive for our work, 
and that is the reason we persevere and strive to become even 
better, make better guitars - it is what leads us on the quest for 
the holy grail.

That’s why we wanted to go in a different direction with The 
holy grail guitar Show, we wanted to quiet things down, create 
a space so that you could listen, and hear. We wanted to lessen 
the chatter and noise of the market, to bring it back again to 
a personal encounter between you, the instrument, and the 
luthier. So that we could answer your questions, receive your 
comments, and consider them. Because for the luthier, the one 
who plays his instrument is as important a reason for making it 
as the money that changes hands, in truth even more so. To us, 
meeting visitors from all over the world who come to see what 
we have made for them reaffirms the knowledge that what we 
do has value and is valued. What happens at the hggS is that we 
want to meet your ‘authentic desire’. 

This year we have also issued a challenge to our exhibitors - 
fashion an instrument out of woods indigenous to your region. 
As tropical woods are increasingly becoming endangered, we 
wanted to encourage luthiers and players to explore alternative 
materials. Take a look and see for yourself - local Wood Challenge 

participants are marked in red in the 
catalogue. Discover the possibilities 
of alternative woods!

So come in and enjoy the Show and 
meet the makers and their children. 
You might even feel compelled to 
adopt one! 

welcome To

The holy Grail GuiTar Show!

The Third ediTion of

Michael Spalt - egB president

THank yOU p. 6

LOCaL WOOD CHaLLenGe p. 7

LeCTUReS prOgrAM p. 12

LeCTUReS p. 13-15

DemO COnCeRTS prOgrAM p. 16-17

DemO COnCeRTS p. 18-28

exHIBITORS p. 32-65

THe eUROPean GUITaR BUILDeRS e.V. - egB prOjeCTS

ABOuT The egB p. 67

hggS ShOp p. 68

TONe ChArACTer OF The eleCTriC guiTAr p. 69

egB Full MeMBerS p. 71-77

hiSTOriCAl prOjeCT p. 79

egB BOOk TABle p. 80-83

DICTIOnaRy p. 100-101

TaBLe LIST p. 102

TaBLe PLan p. 103
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The holy grail guitar Show and the egB Symposium are a community effort,
born and realized out of the dedication and contributions of many people.

We would like to express our gratitude and thanks tO all whO have suppOrted us and have helped
make this special event pOssible!

ThanK you all!

Amps, cables, guitar stands and other materials are being generously supplied by the fOllOwing cOmpanies:

This Show and Symposium would not have been possible without the help of numerous people who have generously 
contributed their time, knowledge, and effort over the past year to make this the best possible experience for 

visitors and exhibitors alike. Thank you all! This event is truly a labor of love, and we hope you will appreciate and 
enjoy it thoroughly! Special Thanks also to all the volunteers who have come from all over to help during the egB 

Symposium and The holy grail guitar Show. 

There are many Of yOu and more are being added daily, so regretfully we cannot mention you all here
in the catalogue, but we have created a Thank You Page on the Holy Grail Guitar Show website

where we continuously update a complete listing:
www.holygrailguitarshow.com/credits

THank yOU aLL! hAVe A greAT ShOW!

The holy Grail GuiTar 
Show 2016 challenGe
The holy grail guitar Show is aiming to be more than 
just another guitar show - the very name symbolizes our 
continuous quest for excellence in making guitars. As 
an annual gathering of luthiers from all over the world, 
showcasing some of their best and most inventive work, 
it has quickly become the place to find out about the state 
of the art. This offers us a singular opportunity: to further 
stimulate the art and to enhance the event character of 
the Show, we have decided to introduce the concept of a 
Challenge.

each year a theme will be proposed as Challenge, around 
which luthiers who wish to do so can join in and engage 
in a friendly tournament of ideas and craft. it is not a 
competition among the luthiers, but rather the opportunity 
for each of them to challenge themselves, to do something 
outside the normal confines and expectations and explore 
new and different aspects of their work. The task is to 
build one (or more) instruments for exhibit at the Show 
that can be labeled as part of the Challenge. The aim is to 
create focused media and public attention for the luthiers 
participating, and for the concepts behind the Challenge 
theme. The instruments created as part of the Challenge 
will then be on exhibit at the Show.

For 2016 we issued “The Local Wood Challenge”

We all love our exotic and tropical tonewoods, and we 
have indeed loved them almost to death. At a time where 
many of the species now commonly used in making 
guitars are endangered and as a consequence becoming 
scarce and highly regulated, we have to look around and 
ask ourselves, what are the alternatives? What can we do 
differently? how can we build guitars in a sustainable, 
ecologically responsible way?

One of the egB’s missions is to draw attention to the 
environmental problems associated with the use of 
tropical and endangered woods, and to educate 
the public (and luthiers as well) that in fact 
instruments built using abundant local regional 
woods can be just as good sounding and looking 
as instruments built using tropical woods. 

This leads us to this year’s Challenge: 
make an instrument exclusively out of 
woods indigenous to your region. Find out 
what grows in your backyard and how to 
use it to make a great guitar!

join us in exploring these alternatives to the 
traditional wood species, and experience the 
results of the Local Wood Challenge (lWC), as the 
participating exhibitors present the instruments 

they made from local woods for your enjoyment!
participating luthiers are specially marked in the catalogue 
and Local Wood Challenge instruments exhibited at the 
respective luthiers’ tables are identified with signs listing 
the specific woods used. Discover how successfully these 
exhibitors have met the Challenge! And find out about how 
lWC instruments sound and look, and talk to the luthier 
about his experiences in procuring and using local woods. 
There will also be a special presentation & photo op for 
members of the press and the public on Sunday at 09:30 
in the estrel passage.

in addition to the Challenge, The leonardo guitar 
research project will once again present their study of 
using non-tropical, sustainable wood species in making 
acoustic guitars. You are warmly invited to “Take Your Very 
Own Listening Challenge” on Saturday at 16:00 (room 
Strassburg).

There are further useful resources on their website www.
leonardo-guitar-research.com, where they are creating a 
database of suitable european woods, sawmills and wood 
suppliers who can provide these, and luthiers who are using 
non-tropical woods. 

More information can also be found on our website:
www.holygrailguitarshow.com/local-wood-challenge/
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INTRODUCING THE NEW M6 AND M6 MINI 

Featuring 18 : 1 Velvet-Tec technology

5 different designs:  M6 (double) Pin, M6 180°, M6 135°, M6 90°, M6 Mini
10 exclusive M6 buttons:  large or small – metal, perloid, ebony, galalith, polybone 

4 different stringposts:  locking, toplocking, solid- and slotted headstock 
10 different colours:  Nickel, Chrome, SatinChrome, BlackChrome, Gold, 

Ruthenium, SatinPearl, VintageCopper, SatinBlack, SatinGold

www.schaller.info

the legend
perfected

also available as 
M6 Mini and M6 Mini Locking



WWW.LONDONBA SSGU I TARSHOW.COM

O L Y M P I A  L O N D O N
4-5 MARCH 2017 OUR DOORS

OPEN 10AM

@BASSGUITARSHOW/LONDONBASSGUITARSHOW

LBGS 2016_Full page ad_REV1.indd   1 14/09/2016   17:26

est enfin disponible 
sur tablette 

en version digitale !

la référence des 
guitaristes en france

plus d’infos sur 

www.guitarpart.fr
& www.maversiondigitale.fr

INCLUStoutes les vidéos du  sont disponibles en streaming avec votre version digitale !



LECTURES

LECTURES • SaTURDay 8 • Room STRaSSbURg

TiMe DurATiON leCTurer TiTle

11:00 45 min. Cem ÖCek invisible power of a guitar – guitar pickups and how 
their tones are shaped

12:00 90 min. DR. STeFan HaCkL stauffer & co. – the viennese guitar and its music
in the early 19th century

14:00 45 min. JenS WaLTeR how to setup an electric guitar

15:00 45 min. ULRICH TeUFFeL Out of the box guitar design

16:00 60 min. LeOnaRDO GUITaR 
ReSeaRCH PROJeCT

take the listening challenge - the leonardo guitar 
research project

LECTURES • SUnDay 9 • Room STRaSSbURg

TiMe DurATiON leCTurer TiTle

11:00 45 min. GeORGe LOWDen guitar design history

12:00 45 min.
+ signing GRIT LaSkIn grand complications – inlay art vs. decoration

14:00 45 min. GaRy SOUTHWeLL stauffer and the viennese school

15:00 45 min. JUHa RUOkanGaS mythology of tone

seating is on a first-come, first-served basis.
please do not enter or exit once doors have closed and the lecture has begun.
schedule may be subject to change without notice.

We all know about how magnetic pickups work. But what about the impact of different 
components used in pickups on their tones?
in this lecture, Cem Öcek will talk about how guitar strings, magnets and coils used 
in a pickup affect the overall tone of a guitar and will go on to explain pickup specs 
(resistance, impedance, capacitance) which identify the characteristic of a pickup. 
he will also tell us how to select the most suitable pickups for one’s guitar and how to 
match them.
Cem Öcek, computer engineer and an amateur electric guitar & bass maker, is author 
of two books in Turkish “electric guitars” and “Amplifiers and effect Devices of 
electric guitars” in addition to many articles on music technologies, unusual musical 
instruments and sound-art & sound-sculptures published in Sound (Turkish Magazine 
on Music Technologies) and Sustain (Magazine published in germany on lutherie). 

inviSible Power of a GuiTar - GuiTar 
PicKuPS and how Their ToneS are ShaPed

by cem Öcek sat 11:00

how To SeTuP an elecTric GuiTar
by Jens walter sat 14:00

For nearly 10 years now jens Walter has given guitar building courses in his workshop at 
“Saitenreiter” in Berlin-kreuzberg. in this lecture jens illustrates the main stages for a 
perfect guitar setup: truss rod adjustment, playing action, intonation and pickup height. 
he will talk about different types of construction and how to set them up to get a better 
instrument which plays comfortably and easily. guitar setup is an individual thing. That’s 
why this lecture works without rules or templates. Only some tools and the individual feel 
for your instrument are necessary.

SaTurday

STauffer & co. - The vienneSe GuiTar 
and iTS muSic in The early 19Th cenTury

by dr. stefan hackl sat 12:00

in the first decades of the 19th century Vienna was not only the world capital of music in 
general, but also a metropolis of the guitar. johann georg Stauffer (1778-1853) was the 
key figure of the Viennese school of guitar making and one of the most innovative and 
influential luthiers in history.
The lecture traces the cultural and social context of Stauffer’s life and work, the 
emergence of the Viennese guitar, technical developments and different models and 
the role of his pupils and competitors.
Dr. Stefan hackl, Austrian guitarist, teacher and researcher, is the author of numerous 
publications on guitar history and editions of guitar music. 

► http://stauffer-and-co.com
► www.gitarre-archiv.at
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GuiTar deSiGn hiSTory
by geOrge lOwden sun 11:00

george lowden has been designing and making his renowned acoustic guitars in 
ireland since 1974, selling them worldwide through specialist dealers since 1981. Today 
a team of craftspersons work under his direct supervision building lowden guitars by 
hand in atelier-style workshops in Downpatrick, ireland. in 2014 he celebrated 40 years 
of guitar making and in this lecture shares his insights on “40 Years of Design”.

The traditional electric guitar design is reduced to only 2 or 3 archetypes of guitars. 
Some of the the electric and acoustic sound basics can’t evolve in these guitars 
because of the constraint to their very shapes. 
A side effect of that is that replacement parts such as pickups, bridges or trems seem to 
conform to the standard sizes which were unknowingly determined in the 1950s. 
ulrich Teuffel will talk about the tonal potential which emerges outside of these 
standards. By reflecting what happens when a string is plucked we try to approach the 
idea of the human voice as the benchmark of musical expression. 

ouT of The box GuiTar deSiGn
by ulrich teuffel sat 15:00

TaKe The liSTeninG challenGe
The leonardo GuiTar reSearch ProjecT

by the leOnardO guitar research prOJect sat 16:00

The leonardo guitar research project has been leading the search for local 
sustainable woods in classical and acoustic guitar making. Tropical woods, 
traditionally used in guitar making, are becoming increasingly rare and ever more 
expensive, and the tropical rain forests where these woods are sourced are being 
destroyed at alarming rates. Many of these tropical woods are now protected 
and their trade restricted under CiTeS legislation, and despite efforts from the 
Forest Stewardship Council and environmental action groups much of the tropical 
wood on the market today has been illegally harvested. The leonardo guitar 
research project has, since 2012, been researching the opportunities for using 
local sustainable woods in guitar lutherie. hear a short introductory lecture on the 
project and check out some of the project guitars for yourself. Take our listening 
challenge and tell us what you think.

Sunday

myTholoGy of Tone
by Juha ruOkangas sun 15:00

A solid body electric guitar is a rather simple musical instrument, consisting generally 
of a few pieces of wood and metal, strung up and powered by magnetic pickups of 
some sort. At the same time, the world of electric guitar is saturated with myths and 
beliefs about tone, wood species, lacquers, pickups and other details. in this lecture 
juha ruokangas shares his thoughts on what makes the electric guitar really tick.

Grand comPlicaTionS
inlay arT vS. decoraTion

by grit laskin sun 12:00

grit laskin will present a 45 minute lecture/slide show of selected inlay 
Art from among the 50 projects depicted in his new book, and talk 
about the stories behind them and the technical issues involved in their 
execution.
William ‘grit’ laskin has built concert-level steel-string, flamenco and 
classical guitars since 1971. he originated the Armrest bevel on acoustic 
guitars, co-originated the Sideport Soundhole, and his groundbreaking 
inlay Art is recognized around the world. he has received numerous 
awards, including the Order Of Canada, his country’s highest civilian 
honour.

An introduction to the work of Stauffer and the school of making he inspired, 
with a look at how this has influenced the modern guitar.

STauffer
and The vienneSe School

by gary sOuthwell sun 14:00
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DEmo ConCERTS • SaTURDay 8

plACe TiMe ArTiST exhiBiTOr

Room 
LYon

11:00 mICHaeL WaTTS kOSTaL GUITaRS

11:30 JeFFRey yOnG JeFFRey yOnG GUITaRS

12:00 JameS GILLeSPIe ROZaWOOD

12:30 FRank SCHReIBeR STOLL GUITaRS

13:00 CHaRIS kaRanTZaS HaHL meISTeRGITaRRen

13:30 mICHaëL COTnOIR & maTHIeU LanGLOIS DOnTCHO IVanOV LUTHIeR

14:00 COR mUTSeRS POLJakOFF GITaRRen

14:30 CamILLa COnTI & mICHaeL WaTTS Lame HORSe InSTRUmenTS

15:00 FLORIan OBReCHT anDRé InSTRUmenTS

15:30 aDam mILLeR ISaaC JanG GUITaRS

Room C4

11:00 emIL PeTROV TaUSCH eLeCTRIC GUITaRS

11:30 RaPOLaS GRažyS & aDaS TITOVaS LaVa GUITaRS

12:00 RaLF GaUCk FRanZ BaSSGUITaRS

12:30 SeBaSTIan SCHmaLZ kD

13:00 axe HeSSeL JHG GUITaRS

13:30 aDRIan RÖBISCH & RICHaRD ZURke STeInBReCHeR GUITaRS

14:00 aLeSSanDRO USaI m.O.V.GUITaRS

14:30 aRnULF BaLLHORn kRISTaLL

15:00 BRICe DeLaGe SaUVaGe GUITaRS

15:30 anDReaS ŠaLa WReCk GUITaRS

16:00 maRTIn LILLICH maRCO GUITaRS & BaSS

16:30 mIke CaHen GReyHOUnD GUITaRS

17:00 maRTIn LILLICH & BRICe DeLaGe DeImeL GUITaRWORkS

seating is on a first-come, first-served basis.
please do not enter or exit once doors have closed and the concert has begun.
schedule may be subject to change without notice.

DEmo ConCERTS • SUnDay 9

plACe TiMe ArTiST exhiBiTOr

Room 
LYon

11:00 ULRICH UHLanD WaRneCke HeIneR DReIZeHnTeR GITaRRenBaU

11:30 SHaï SeBBaG TSOPeLaS HanDmaDe GUITaRS

12:00 maRIO STReSOW LImBO GUITaRS

12:30 SHaï SeBBaG LOWDen GUITaRS

13:00 JOaCHIm CSaIkL DanIeL ZUCaLI

13:30 SHaï SeBBaG CHaTeLIeR FRÈReS

14:00 ROGeR VaLeRIOTI & ROBIn CeLSe GUITaReS & CIe “STePInHUT”

14:30 SHaï SeBBaG TURnSTOne GUITaR COmPany

15:00 manITH BeRTZ CUnTZ GUITaRS

Room C4

11:00 ROn SPIeLman O3 GUITaR & BaSS

11:30 THOmaS kLanG & aRne UekeRT BeaST OF THe eaST

12:00 RICaRDO PInHeIRO eRGOn GUITaRS

12:30 ROnny VaLDORF Sankey GUITaRS

13:00 LUkaS PammInGeR & aLVIS ReID TULI BaSSeS

13:30 nIkLaS SenIOR BaSSaRT GUITaRS

14:00 mICHaeL WaTTS SPaLT InSTRUmenTS

14:30 SÖRen JORDan TOnFUCHS GUITaRS

15:00 aDam mILLeR nIk HUBeR GUITaRS

15:30 BenJamIn SCHWenen
& TOm GeLDSCHLäGeR

SOULTOOL CUSTOmIZeD GUITaRS 
SWITZeRLanD

seating is on a first-come, first-served basis.
please do not enter or exit once doors have closed and the concert has begun.
schedule may be subject to change without notice.
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DEMO CONCERTS

adam miller
“it takes an impossibly gifted player to improvise independent melodies, harmonies, 
and bass lines all at the same time - while maintaining an impeccable groove. Australia’s 
Adam Miller is one such rare phenomenon.” – premier guitar Magazine
“Not only does he own the groove, he takes polyphonic playing - with independent bass 
lines, melody, harmony, and even improvised solos - to incredible heights.” 
– guitar player Magazine 
‘“Approaching his guitar as if each of its six strings were a separate instrument, fingerstyle 
guitarist Adam Miller is a groove machine, creating a sound that invites comparisons to 
Tuck Andress and Charlie hunter.” – Acoustic guitar Magazine
it’s this talent that has seen him play with les paul, Tommy emmanuel, and more.

► www.adammiller.com.au
► www.facebook.com/adammillermusic
► www.instagram.com/adammillerguitar
► twitter.com/adammillergtr

nik huber guitars • sun 15:00

with isaac Jang guitars • sat 15:30

adrian röbiSch (wiTh richard ZurKe)
Adrian röbisch is a Dresden and Blues based guitarist. he currently works with Texan 
Blues troubadour keegan Mcinroe and german singer/ songwriter Ansa. 
Adrian initiated and curated the album in The Curved Air – A Tribute To Chris Whitley, a 
record on which more than 30 artists from three continents interpret the songs of the late 
Whitley.

► www.inthecurvedair.com/wordpress
► www.instagram.com/inthecurvedair
► www.ansamusic.de

with steinbrecher guitars • sat 13:30

aleSSandro uSai
Born in Milan, class of ’83, he started to learn at 6 with his father. he graduated at the 
Municipal jazz School in Milan in 2003. he collaborated with many international Artist like 
Franco Cerri, rossano Sportiello, Sugar Blue Band. he also joined the Founda(c)tion Band 
and played with Maceo parker, opened concerts of Tower Of power, Chaka khan and Dee 
Dee Bridgewater. he won many different competitions including Young Talent jazz (2010), 
the most important and prestigious premio Massimo urbani (2010), the Chicco Bettinardi 
competition (2011) and eddie lang Contest (2014). he introduced his new album Blues 
Tale at Blue Note Milano on March 2014, where he came back with Franco Cerri on 
September 2015 and pepe ragonese in 2016. he plays Marco.O.Viola guitars as of 2007.

► www.facebook.com/Alex-usai-514642518600554/

with m.O.v.guitars • sat 14:00

© sandi wermes

alviS reid + luKaS PamminGer
Alvis and lukas met in early 2015. it didn’t take long for them to realize that they had 
similar interests in not only music, but also in other aspects of life in general. upon 
establishing this strong connection, the two realized it was inevitable that at some point 
they would have to make music together. Since then they have jammed on numerous 
occasions, but still anticipate an official performance with original music. The two feel 
comfortable in their role as support bass-players; as a result, they often seek to make 
music instead of showcasing technical skills.

► http://alvisreid.com
► www.facebook.com/Alvis-reid-1146595085357177/

► www.instagram.com/lukipamminger/

andreaS Šala
Andreas Šala is a 25-year-old guitarist and producer from Croatia. he’s been playing 
guitar for over 15 years. he has been classically trained in classical guitar and currently 
plays in two bands – The ralph and Subscale. he’s produced a dozen metal bands, 
worked with some of the best musicians in Croatia and scored a bunch of videos and 
made soundtracks for games.

► www.facebook.com/theralphband

with wreck guitars • sat 15:30

arne ueKerT
Arne uekert has been playing rhythm guitar and bass in the german black metal band 
Ctulu since 2008. he is the first endorser of the Beast of the east and built the prototype 
called Moonbeast himself in 2013 at Schloff guitars & Basses. With Ctulu, he played 
around 100 concerts in 15 different countries. “i haven’t studied the guitar, i’ve never 
visited any school of music, i cannot read music and i hardly know the theory behind what 
i’m doing, but i think i can make up for all this with true dedication and stubbornness. 
Don’t expect any technically brilliant virtuoso who plays scales as fast as possible. i 
am just trying to switch the surroundings in my head by evoking certain atmospheres: 
nothing more, nothing less.”

► www.ctulu.de
► facebook.com/ctulumetal

with beast Of the east • sun 11:30

arnulf ballhorn
Arnulf Ballhorn, bass player from Berlin studied classical double bass and plays in the 
Orchestra of komische Oper Berlin since 15 years. his music includes classic, opera, 
contemporary music, jazz, tango, and world music. 
“i tried so many bass guitars, but only the concept of the model rOOM from Andreas 
kristall combines electric and acoustic bass-sounds in one instrument which is working 
perfect if i demand a special acoustic voice. i use kristall basses in all different groups 
and bands, from jazz and tango to classical chamber music, and even in the symphony 
orchestra.”

► www.arnulfballhorn.de
► www.facebook.com/arnulfballhorn

with kristall • sat 14:30

© natalia kempin (natalia die hexe photography)

with tuli basses • sun 13:00

© lucija novak © patrick langwallner
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axe heSSel
Axe is a very active Amsterdam-based session player, songwriter and educator. his 
perspective on guitars shifted after playing, feeling and hearing the magic of so many 
excellently crafted instruments at previous editions of the hggS. Axe supports numerous 
artists in performing and writing. With firm roots in funk, rock, blues and hip-hop Axe’s 
focus is on mainstream Contemporary hit radio. he must be able to quickly adapt to 
different circumstances and musical genres. his instrument must be both outstandingly 
reliable and comfortable, a trusted safe haven that inspires in whatever musical chaos he 
ends up in. 
For Axe, jhg guitars was the discovery of the show at hggS 2015, because they offer just 
that! You will see him playing a jhg jasha. But don’t believe everything you’ll hear. Drop 
by the jhg guitars table and try one yourself.

with Jhg guitars • sat 13:00

benjamin Schwenen
guitarist Benjamin Schwenen has studied classical guitar in hannover. he lives and 
works in Berlin as a guitar player in Musical-Shows and bands since 2003 and produces 
for a variety of bands such as eisbrecher, xandria and Tanzwut. Beside that he is making 
records and plays live with his experimental jazz-Metal band Counter-World experience 
(the new album pulsar was released on march 2016.) 
he plays and loves Soultool customized guitars since 2004.

► www.counterworldexperience.net
► www.facebook.com/Counter-World-experience-156721834364955/

with sOultOOl custOmized guitars switzerland • sun 15:30

brice delaGe
Brice Delage is a self-taught guitar player who first followed the sonic paths of Billy 
gibbons, Tom Morello and the Young brothers. he later became interested in many 
different kinds of music, from classical (check his guitar rendition of Stravinsky’s rite Of 
Spring) to electro, and included in his playing various components of traditional music 
genres. he plays and sings in the French rock’n’roll trio WhAT ABOuT YOur MOM and 
was part of the iconoclastic jazz/prog band ClASSiCAl ANiMAlS. Beside W.A.Y.M, he 
is also constantly touring with cover bands DOgTOWN, eZ TOp, and as a sideman with 
cameroonian blues artist roland Tchakounte. 

► www.whataboutyourmom.com

with sauvage guitars • sat 15:00 | deimel guitarwOrks • sat 17:00

camilla conTi
italian singer-songwriter Camilla Conti has always felt a connection to Anglo-American 
folk music. As a solo performer, she sings in english, accompanying herself on steel string 
acoustic guitar. She is an accomplished guitarist, whose music makes mesmerizing of use 
open tunings. She is also a member of the roots music acoustic trio, harvest home, who 
released a self-titled album in 2014. As a member of harvest home, she performs as a 
vocalist and multi-instrumentalist on guitar, banjo, mandolin, and bouzouki. Camilla also 
won the New Sounds of Acoustic Music songwriting contest during the Acoustic guitar 
Meeting of Sarzana, italy. 

► www.facebook.com/harvest-home-1422328698021365/

with lame hOrse instruments • sat 14:30

© sylvia vasseur

chariS KaranTZaS
Charis karantzas was born in 1988 in Athens, greece. in 2007 he moved to Amsterdam 
where he studied jazz guitar with Martijn Van iterson and Martien Oster at the CvA and in 
2009 moved to Berlin to continue his studies with master jazz guitarist kurt rosenwinkel 
and legendary bassist greg Cohen at the jazz institute Berlin.  
Charis is currently living in Berlin where he works as a guitarist and producer 
collaborating with many international artists.  his collaborations include greg Cohen, 
john hollenbeck, Nils Wogram, kurt rosenwinkel, David Friedman, kristin korb, les Filles 
Du Calvaire, Bujazzo Big Band, lili Dahab and many others. he is touring all over the world 
as a sideman or as a producer in some of the great recording studios in Berlin.

► www.chariskarantzas.com

with hahl meistergitarren • sat 13:00

cor muTSerS
Cor Mutsers is a guitar player from the Netherlands mostly known for his work as a 
sideman for several national and international artists. he recorded many albums, 
including two solo albums, Fingerprints and Messe Zesse, with his own arrangements 
from beautiful classical pieces and several compositions of his own. 
After having played and owned almost every guitar brand in the world, he pretty much 
found what he was looking for all those years in the guitars handcrafted by jakob 
poljakoff. Cor will be performing on a poljakoff steel string that he likes very much 
because of the tone and playability. Apart from that he uses a loop station to give a few 
songs a little extra colour.

► www.cormutsers.nl
► www.facebook.com/c.mutsers

with pOlJakOff gitarren • sat 14:00

emil PeTrov
emil petrov is a native Bulgarian guitarist located in leipzig, germany. he performs as a 
soloist and with the guitar quintet epika, the trio emile, the Wolkentarmper society, the 
world music band Annuluk throughout europe and Asia.

► www.emilpetrov.com
► www.facebook.com/emil.petrov.735

with tausch electric guitars • sat 11:00

florian obrechT
Acoustic guitar player Florian Obrecht thinks of guitar playing as storytelling. For his 
second time at the holy grail he will perform on the unique instruments of Thierry André, 
each a story on its own. it will be interesting to listen when they meet.

with andré instruments • sat 15:00
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franK Schreiber
For more than three decades Frank has been a member of the Berlin music scene. he 
began to play his instrument at the age of 9 by learning classical guitar. A few years 
later he developed his fingerpicking-style inspired by famous guitarists of the late 
70’s. in those days he started performing in the clubs of the Berlin folk scene and was 
founder, guitarist and arranger of the Folk-Trio Castell. Since he began to play, Frank was 
fascinated by acoustic guitars, always looking for the best sound. he constantly tried 
to develop his style by picking up new influences and techniques. Today his solo-guitar 
music is powerful and melodic, ranging from folk to blues and jazz.

► guitar-groove.de

with stOll guitars • sat 12:30

jameS GilleSPie
james gillespie, Scottish singer and songwriter, is excited to be performing at this 
year’s Berlin guitar Show. james has just finished a uk tour with Newton Faulkner and 
is busy in the studio finishing his debut album. james plays a rOZAWOOD Twenty-eight 
dreadnought, signature james gillespie model, and uses a saddle split l.r. Bags pickup. 
Over the years his influences have changed but john Mayer, jason Mraz and Citizen Cope 
have all played a part in his unique style.

► www.jamesgillespiemusic.com
► www.facebook.com/jamesgillespiemusic
► www.twitter.com/jamesgillespie
► www.instagram.com/jgillespieinsta

with rOzawOOd • sat 12:00

jeffrey yonG
jeffrey Yong, a self-taught guitar Maker, has crafted himself a well-known name in the 
guitar world for his unconventional approach to the guitar making world by using the 
most exotic wood and construction design. Besides making great instruments jeffrey has 
introduced many new woods into the guitar making community.

► www.jeffreyyong.com

with Jeffrey yOng guitars • sat 11:30

joachim cSaiKl
The Austrian guitarist, singer and songwriter joachim Csaikl (1972) is as versatile in style 
as in strings. his music is a tasty melting pot of different techniques. he plays classical, 
steel string, and electric guitars as well as harp guitars with up to 17 strings by using the 
guitar body virtuously like a whole drum set. 
“… his music is impressive guitar technique carried by his pleasant deep voice…” 
– Concerto Music Magazine
“… complex arranged Fingerstyle tunes…” – Acoustic guitar Magazine
Csaikl studied classical and jazz guitar, has taught music since 1993 and has played in a 
wide range of projects. his first CD release was in 1997. in 2010 and 2011 he was part of 2 
harp guitar Samplers (uSA). From 2013 until 2015 he released 2 solo CDs.

► www.joachim-csaikl.com

with daniel zucali • sun 13:00

© deniz karagülle

maniTh berTZ
Manith Bertz is the hot tip of the acoustic scene in germany, studying guitar at the 
university of Music in Dresden with the focus on jazz, rock, pop and world music.  
his extraordinary abilities and his versatility as a busy live, studio and session guitarist 
gives Manith solid grounding as the live guitarist of rapper TeeSY, his solo-project MANiTh 
and others. in 2014 the band performed at the Federal Vision Song Contest. in 2015 TeeSY 
cooperated with the successful newcomer Namika (“lieblingsmensch”) as part of the 
MTV live sessions, for which also plucked the strings. 
To implement his musical versatility, also his percussive style, Manith plays his CuNTZ-
guiTArS “CWg23 Oveng Custom Special”, equipped with 6 different pickups/sensors.

► http://manith.de/
► www.facebook.com/ManithMusic

with cuntz guitars • sun 15:00

mario STreSow
Mario Stresow worked in studios and as an on-tour guitarist for around 30 years. 
2014 he decided to develop a solo program. it contains compositions of his own as well 
as tunes written by David Qualey or joerg pusak. Furthermore you’ll hear beautiful tunes 
that are seldom heard, like Steve hackett’s horizons. 
Beside of doing his solo program Mario Stresow is performing with Bun-jon & The Big jive 
(Swing & jive Band) throughout europe.

► only english: http://mariostresow.com/
► german and english: www.mariostresow.de/en/news
► www.facebook.com/guitarist.mario.stresow/
► http://plus.google.com/104983947076763867219
► www.cdbaby.com/Artist/MarioStresow

with limbO guitars • sun 12:00

marTin lillich
Martin lillich is equally at home on acoustic and electric basses. As an educator he was 
the head of the Bass program at the hochschule für Musik hanns eisler in Berlin from 
1995 to 2005. he teaches at the global Music Campus in Africa bass and harmony. he is a 
musical polyglot having performed in the theatre, variety, radio, new oriental music, jazz, 
greek, jewish, African, Afro-American, Afro-Cuban, Afro-Brazilian, and iberian music. he 
has performed and recorded with many top artists. Martin speaks fluent english, French, 
Turkish and polish.

► http://sites.google.com/site/martinlillich/

with marcO guitars & bass • sat 16:00 | deimel guitarwOrks • sat 17:00

© www.daniela-incoronato.de

© Angela Farah

maThieu lanGloiS
Mathieu langlois began his musical studies in classical guitar at College St-laurent where 
he also studied jazz composition and arrangement. An accomplished musician, composer 
and arranger, he plays saxophone in big band, hard bop and modern jazz ensembles, 
as well as in kutsi Merki, a traditional Bulgarian music group. Since the birth of their 
guitar duo, he has performed weekly alongside Michael Cotnoir (both of them playing on 
Dontcho ivanov’s guitars), delighting audiences with an eclectic mix of flamenco, Balkan 
and South American music. At this festival, they are pleased to perform their repertoire 
on the newest ivanov guitars. 

► www.facebook.com/mathieu.langlois.90

with dOntchO ivanOv luthier • sat 13:30
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michaël coTnoir
Montreal professional guitar player, Michaël performs in a vast variety of musical styles. 
he first started studying jazz music, arrangement and composition before travelling 
for several years to soak up the musical culture of latin America and eastern europe. 
Through all his experiences, he developed expertise in the world of acoustic guitar, 
creating his own identity. he currently performs with several formations such as Big 
Band, gypsy Orchestra, jazz Manouche, and also works with different rock bands and 
song writers. 

► www.facebook.com/michael.cotnoir.98

with dOntchO ivanOv luthier • sat 13:30

michael waTTS
A previous uk Acoustic guitarist of the Year, Michael Watts is known worldwide for his 
onstage charisma, exquisite touch and the depth of feel and colour in his playing and 
writing. An acknowledged expert in the field of the luthier-built guitar Michael is regularly 
invited to give lectures, masterclasses, and demonstrate the work of the world’s greatest 
guitar builders at festivals around the world. Together with singer-songwriter Ben 
Montague, Michael runs The North American guitar - The uk home of the finest custom 
guitars.

► http://thenorthamericanguitar.com
► www.facebook.com/TheNorthAmericanguitar
► http://twitter.com/TNAguitar

with kOstal guitars • sat 11:00 | lame hOrse instruments • sat 14:30

spalt instruments • sun 14:00

miKe cahen
guitarist Mike Cahen was born in london, england. initially self-taught he later attended 
the guitar institute of Technology in los Angeles. First inspired by the British Blues 
Boom guitarists, his current musical interests cover a wide range of styles. his session 
and touring work has included legendary singer elkie Brooks, Benjamin Zephaniah, Suzi 
Quatro and lionel ritchie. Solo and band projects with the indian sarangi virtuoso Sabir 
Sultan khan, rogMikenzo with bassist roger inniss and drummer enzo Todesco. Mike also 
plays the Mohan Veena, an indian classical instrument. 

► www.mikecahen.com
► www.facebook.com/officialmikecahen

with greyhOund guitars • sat 16:30

© enzo cotnoir-vargas

niKlaS Senior
Nik Senior is a guitarist, songwriter and singer from germany. Aged 24, he has covered 
most musical genres in various projects, while his solo-releases focus on self-penned 
rock and Blues. handmade, old-school, with unexpected twists. 
The holy grail guitar Show, he says, is essential as a unique celebration of awe-inspiring 
lutherie, art and craft. it’s an enormous joy to be part of it.

► www.nikseniorandfamouslastwords.bandcamp.com
► www.facebook.com/Nik-Senior-Famous-last-Words-164547826984197/

with bassart guitars • sun 13:30

ralf GaucK
rAlF gAuCk - the master of the tranquil sounds. 
polyphonic tones, rhythmic sounds, only on a 4-strings fretless bass? The renowned 
german musician ralf gauck surprised the international press and even Sting with his 
mix of ballads, folk, jazz to classical music. his playing is handmade with no devices like 
loopers or delays used by other bass players. gauck plays his music directly to the heart 
of the listeners.

► www.ralf-gauck.de
► www.facebook.com/ralfgauck

with franz bassguitars • sat 12:00

raPolaS GražyS
lava guitars are created by lithuanian industrial designer and musician rapolas gražys. 
rapolas gražys established the premium class trademark called lAVA which connects 
sound and design collaboration and creates innovative instruments to increase musical 
playability. 
All lAVA handcrafted instruments are created to feel more comfortable and relaxed while 
playing. Shaped as an actual drop which gives ergonomic benefit, these guitars are made 
through an exclusive technological process, using one piece of wood which makes a big 
difference for unique tone and long sustain. lAVA guitars are lightweight and have a very 
slim body.

► www.lavaguitars.com
► www.facebook.com/lavadrops/
► www.instagram.com/lavaguitars/

with lava guitars • sat 11:30

ricardo Pinheiro
ricardo pinheiro completed a Degree in Music at Berklee College of Music. 
he teaches at the universidade lusíada de lisboa where he is the Director of the jazz 
and Contemporary Music program. he received several scholarships and Awards such 
as: Berklee College of Music; Fundação luso-Americana para o Desenvolvimento; Centro 
Nacional de Cultura; rutgers university; FCT. As a musician, he performed/recorded with 
peter erskine, David liebman, eric ineke, Chris Cheek, Matt renzi, perico Sambeat, jon 
irabagon, Dave Carpenter, and Mário laginha. As a leader he recorded: “Open letter” 
Fresh Sound New Talent, 2010; “Song Form” TOAp, 2013; “Cinema & Dintorny” Fresh 
Sound records, 2015; “Triology” Sintoma records (2014); liebman/laginha/ineke/Cavalli 
pinheiro “iS Seeing Believing?” Challenge/Daybreak records (2016). he is also the author 
of two books on jazz.

► www.ricardopinheiro.com
► www.facebook.com/ricardo.pinheiro.3994

with ergOn guitars • sun 12:00

© Niklas Senior

robin celSe
Musician, composer and writer. At the age of six robin Celse discovered his passion for 
playing the guitar. Due to a varied musical upbringing and education he has been able to 
learn and incorporate all the different styles he has experienced. his passion for sound 
has led him to work for a number of years as a sound technician, as well as creating music 
for short films, adverts and software. 
At the moment robin continues to play in numerous projects with styles including world 
music (joulik, Ainsi Danse ) and in more contemporary styles such as jazz, electro and 
rock (gari greu du Massila Sound System, Qaïstar, ex-De la Colline, ex-Fluer Sana). he 
is also collaborating with the World of Theater by playing music, acting, dancing and 
putting on circus workshops. 
By using both the electric and acoustic guitar as well as the oud, the bouzouki, the bass 
and his voice, robin is able to feed from his experience and express his joy and varied 
tastes.

► www.joulik.fr

with guitares & cie “stepinhut” • sun 14:00
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roGer valerioTi
professional French musician. Bassist, Composer, Arranger, producer. Specialized in 
world music, audio recordings of bass guitar. Always available for a music event, concert, 
creative project of any kind, musical cultural exchange, or festival.

► http://rogervalerioti.com

with guitares & cie “stepinhut” • sun 14:00

ron SPielman
The extraordinary guitarist, songwriter and singer ron Spielman is one of the pearls of 
the german music scene. 
Spielman was born in 1964 in Schweinfurt, Franken as the son of a german Mother and 
an American Father. After receiving his first guitar at the age of 14, he taught himself his 
first chords and riffs by listening to records. he formed his first band in the 80’s . he has 
since lived in New York and Boston, and toured with The little river Band, the late Steve 
Marriott, Dave Stewart, The Chick Corea electric Band, Bob geldorf, The Climax Blues 
Band, johnny guitar Watson, and many others. he has released 12 CDs under his own 
name.

► www.ronspielman.de
► www.facebook.com/ron.spielman.50

with O3 guitar & bass • sun 11:00

ronny valdorf
The philosopher and theologian ronny Valdorf lives and works in leipzig, germany. Born 
in 1981 he is a amateur musician in the original sense of the word: he is deeply in love with 
music and does not know walls between genres. he is an active part of his local music 
scene and plays in many bands and projects around leipzig such as Traumkolloquium, 
The unattended Bird and Mantiquttair. At the hggS he will perform on “Midilicous”, a 
guitar by Canadian luthier Mike Sankey, and will talk about his mystical approach to 
music, his philosophy of using custom guitars and the inspiration that flies from hand-
made guitars.

► www.mantiquttair.de
► www.facebook.com/mantiquttair

with sankey guitars • sun 12:30

SebaSTian SchmalZ
Sebastian Schmalz, guitar player from jever/germany, has been infected with the guitar 
virus shortly after his birth in 1979. growing up in a musical family, the starting shot for his 
musical career has been when he found an old electric guitar in his father’s bureau at the 
age of 10. playing live since 1996, he is celebrating 20 years of live performances in various 
bands, musicals and studio jobs.

► www.soul-hand.de

with kd • sat 12:30

Shaï SebbaG
New star of the guitar, Shaï Sebbag travels the world, far beyond our borders, and 
“initiates our ears to the art of travel, or rather, his journey” (Acoustic guitar Mag). he is 
an artist with many influences - east Slavic music to modern fingerstyle. Shaï has become 
a major guitarist in France, following the release of his third album in Balance, acclaimed 
by the biggest names in acoustic guitar (Muriel Anderson, Michel haumont) and the press 
(Acoustic guitarist, guitar Mag, The guitar Channel). Over many tours he has performed 
in prestigious venues such as the All Star guitar Night in los Angeles (Second French 
guitarist in 21 years), the international jazz Festival in koktebel Crimea and closer to 
home the festival The Sensitive String in Bordeaux, alongside juan Carmona and Biréli 
lagrène.

► www.shai-sebbag.com
► www.facebook.com/shai.sebbag

lOwden guitars • sun 12:30 | chatelier frères • sun 13:30

Sören jordan
Søren jordan, a professional guitar player since 1992 from southwest germany, has 
played with various artists as sideman. Among them are famous names like paul Young, 
Alannah Myles, Tony headley, Nik kershaw and many more. Søren has released 2 solo 
CDs with his own instrumental music, a bluesy mixture of tunes that go from latin rock 
to trashy surf sounds, from hendrix inspired fuzz sounds to jazzy harmonies. his CDs got 
very good reviews in magazines like grand guitars, guitar and gitarre & Bass. 
“i’m trying to make music, that is not only interesting for guitar players, i mostly get 
compliments for my tone and my melodies, less for my shredding or my virtuosity, so i 
guess, i did some things right” Søren states.

► www.soerenjordan.de
► www.soeren-jordan-bluesconglomerate.de
► www.facebook.com/SoerenjordansBluesConglomerate

with tOnfuchs guitars • sun 14:30

ThomaS KlanG (drlicK)
having grown up in tone-deaf surroundings, Drlick stubbornly made his way with rock 
and classical music through his folksy hometown. At 14 years old he started to dedicate 
himself to all kinds of electric and acoustic guitars. Bands like Mr. Crowley, Das Ding, 
rockworx & Metal Worx enabled him to gain experience in the studio and on stage, both 
at home and abroad. Since 2010 he’s been teaching guitar, bass, cubase and cajon in his 
own “Studio Drlick”. That’s also home to his project Black Magic pearls. During his co-
operation with Schloff guitars & Basses, the T-paul came up as a completely new guitar 
concept that Drlick owns in two different versions. holy grail visitors, are you ready?

► drlick.de

with beast Of the east • sun 11:30

© deyan parouchev

turnstOne guitar cOmpany • sun 14:30

with tsOpelas handmade guitars • sun 11:30

Tom GeldSchläGer
Fountainhead is the alter-ego of guitar player / composer / producer Tom geldschläger. 
Currently operating from his studio in Berlin “the Steve Vai of the new millennium” 
has appeared on dozens of records as a guitar player, producer & mixing engineer. 
he’s recorded and toured with artists like Obscura, ray riendeau, Marco Minnemann, 
Nader Sadek and has been featured in various music magazines around the globe. 
his predominant use of fretless guitars earned him the status of a “modern day guitar 
legend” in the metal and progressive rock scene. he’s currently endorsed by Steinberg 
Software, engl Amps, loxx products, Soultool guitars and goodTone pickups and has two 
solo albums released.

► www.thefountainhead.de
► www.facebook.com/fountainheadmusician

with sOultOOl custOmized guitars switzerland • sun 15:30

© tom geldschläger 2016
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© manfred pollert

ulrich uhland warnecKe
imagine! A classically-trained guitarist rediscovers his long-lost passion for the steel 
string! here is the result – don’t miss it! unpredictable modern acoustic guitar at its best! 
ulrich uhland Warnecke uses his steel string guitar to sketch out melodies and sound 
tableaux of great lightness and touching perceptivity. With Schattenspiele, he has created 
an album filled with wonderful melodies, music that invites us to immerse, or even 
drown, ourselves in its sheer beauty.

► www.warneckemusic.com
► www.facebook.com/ulrichuhland.warnecke

with heiner dreizehnter gitarrenbau • sun 11:00
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„We haven‘t a clue about these...“

„but we ARE true specialists in 
pickups for bass and guitar.“

Harry Häussel
Am Bungart 5

72393 Burladingen
 

+49 7126  921292 
info@haeussel.com
www.haeussel.com



aaSH BaSS

mandione ciSSe
Aash bass is the bass guitar brand founded by elash Cisse. he 
was born in pate doie Builders (Dakar) and now lives in northern 
Spain. influenced by classic guitar and violin luthiers that he has 
known in Madrid, he hand-crafts each one of his bass guitars, the 
instrument that he has played since he was 14 years old, to be 
unique. All Aash basses are characterized by their easy playability, 
deep versatile sound, and beauty. All Aash basses are hand made, 
custom built and unique works.

► www.aashbass.com

SPaIn

aC GUITaRS

alan crinGean
AC guitars is a one-man operation that came in to being in june 
2006 when the first commissioned order was received. Working on 
his own designs and developing proprietary electronics, pickups, 
hardware and the use of new materials, the goal has always been 
to produce the best instruments possible. This continues to be 
the driving force behind AC guitars.

► www.acguitars.co.uk

UnITeD kInGDOm

aDamOVIC BaSSeS

niKola adamovic
Adamovic Basses was founded in 2001 and is located in haarlem, 
The Netherlands. With a small team of 2 dedicated luthiers they 
are producing approximately 55 hand-crafted instruments per 
year. each bass is custom tailored and built with the best woods 
and the best components available. Their specialty is ergonomics, 
which results in lightweight, perfectly balanced basses shaped to 
your body with superior playability.

► www.adamovic.nl

neTHeRLanDS

anDRé InSTRUmenTS

Thierry andré
The unique works created by Thierry André combine the 
expression of a traditional and impeccable craftsmanship with 
the freer approach of artistic work. 
A specialist of the steel string acoustic guitar, his body of work 
also reflects his love for the electric and archtop instruments. 
This experience enables him to use a broad spectrum of data 
to deliver the sound quality sought by the musician. This form 
of miscegenation of acoustic function is thus often cleverly 
transposed in terms of ergonomics and aesthetics. 
A one-man operation, he produces six to eight unique pieces each 
year out his order book.

► www.thierryandre.com

©Jean Fitzgerald

CanaDa

aP PaaSOnen GUITaRS 
anD manDOLInS

ari-PeKKa PaaSonen
Ari-pekka paasonen is the Master luthier of a lutherie shop 
jasesoi Musical instruments in jyväskylä, a small but lively city in 
the middle of Finland. A-p builds 10-12 new instruments annually. 
he concentrates on small/medium bodied steel string fingerstyle 
guitars and makes occasional classicals, mandolins and kanteles. 
A-p has been making acoustic instruments since 1991. he has 
graduated from the ikaalinen guitar making school in 1993 and 
got his Master degree in 2009. 
A-p works hard to make his guitars light, delicate and with an 
interesting, inspiring tone.

► www.jasesoi.fi

FInLanD

aTkIn GUITaRS

aliSTer aTKin
Atkin guitars builds a range of individually handcrafted guitars 
designed to bring the player a unique experience, delivering 
fantastic playability, tone and aesthetics. We have built guitars 
of many styles for some of the world’s finest musicians, including 
paul McCartney, elvis Costello, Dolly parton, Squeeze, eddi 
reader, Boo hewerdine, richard hawley, graham Coxon and 
many others.

► www.atkinguitars.com

UnITeD kInGDOm

BaCCe CUSTOm GUITaRS & BaSSeS

daniel cabeZaS
Bacce guitars build instruments using a flexible process, which 
conveys their slogan “We make it possible”. They offer the option 
to deviate from the norm to express individuality. 
They take a non-typical, lighthearted approach to hand building 
each instrument. The result is always an exclusive, custom, and 
unique work for each musician that reflects their passion.

► www.bacceguitars.com

SPaIn

EXHIBITORS
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BaCHmann GUITaRS & TOneWOOD

rudolf bachmann
Bachmann-guitars & Tonewood are a company from South Tyrol 
(italy). They have been building guitars for many years with the 
finest handiwork. Where handicraft skills have not been replaced 
by calculable and commercial-oriented computer work, you 
will find Bachmann guitars have soul. Made piece by piece, with 
great accuracy and always hand made, every single instrument 
guarantees the highest quality production and material as well 
as uniqueness. The individual production of each product makes 
it possible to address the individual needs of customers in sound 
and design. Thus, even the most unusual wishes and expectations 
can be realized.

► www.bachmann-guitars.com

ITaLy

BaSSaRT GUITaRS

maTThiaS meyer
Master luthier Matthias Meyer founded “Bassart guitars” in 1996, 
building custom order and model line electric guitars and basses. 
his workshop in Braunschweig germany is also renowned for fine 
pu and nitro-cellulose finishing, authentic restoration of vintage 
instruments, professional ageing, high quality mods and repairs. 
For these services, numerous illustrious companies and luthiers 
have employed Meyer’s skills in the past. every instrument, 
custom or series model, from raw, straightforward rock ‘n roll 
workhorses to artistic masterpieces, is created with meticulous 
handwork in germany.

► www.bassartguitars.de

GeRmany

BeaST OF THe eaST

michael Schillhof
What is man without the beasts? if all the beasts were gone, men 
would die from great loneliness of spirit, for whatever happens 
to the beasts also happens to the man. Following your beast is 
the ultimate shortcut to freedom and expression of your inner 
will. With this premise, the Beast of the east was called to life as 
a division of Schloff guitars & Basses. The aim was to combine 
aggressive shapes with all the knowledge that Michael Schillhof 
accumulated in years of repairing and building guitars with 
Schloff guitars & Basses as well as his experience as Warwick’s 
foreman of the preproduction and custom shop head.

► www.schloffguitars.de

GeRmany

BenOIT LaVOIe LUTHIeR

benoiT lavoie
Benoit builds almost all kinds of stringed instruments like the 
guitar, the violin, the cello and the double bass. his approach 
is a mix of art and science. he has developed an acoustic 
measurement method to optimize the performance of his 
instruments. This approach allows him to obtain powerful 
instruments with a good consistency from one instrument to 
another. Benoit always tries to push his art to the next level and 
his passion is obvious when you see his instruments.

► www.benoitlavoie.com

CanaDa

BeUTLInG GUITaRS

holGer beuTlinG
holger Beutling built his first guitar at the age of 17 in 1979. After 
an apprenticeship as an engraver he worked in several crafts - 
doing jobs with noble metal and wood, but always making and 
repairing guitars alongside that. in 2011 he decided to make 
guitar building his main profession, doing repair jobs, inlay work 
and building fine, handcrafted electric guitars and basses in his 
workshop near the city of Bremen.

► www.beutling-guitars.de

GeRmany

BIGFOOT GUITaRS

Karan SinGh
The dream is to give indian musicians the opportunity to get their 
hands on world class hand crafted stringed instruments - locally. 
Bigfoot guitars offers musicians a chance to experience some of 
the most unusual guitars in the world. karan Singh (Founder and 
luthier) believes in creating exceptional sounding instruments 
using tonewoods indigenous to india, where he lives. he has 
successfully been working with species like Tamarind, jackfruit, 
Mango, Teak, rain Tree, indian White Cedar, indian ebony and 
indian laurel, apart from the regulars. highly responsive guitars 
with exceptional sustain and dynamic range are his focus.

► www.bigfootguitars.com

InDIa

BOeRJeS BaSS&GUITaR DeSIGn

ralf boerjeS
ralf Boerjes started his business as a custom and repair shop 
and gained a lot of experience, which led him to develop his own 
designs in co-operation with ambitious musicians. 
All instruments are handmade from selected tonewoods and the 
finest materials with the focus on sound, handling and aesthetics. 
Currently he is preparing a new series called “homegrown” which 
is completely made from regional woods which he has collected 
over the years. 
BOerjeS basses and guitars are built for the same reason they 
are played - for passion!

► www.bass-guitars.de

GeRmany

CaRDInaL InSTRUmenTS

Sam evanS
Cardinal instruments is not beholden to tradition, but it does 
stand on its shoulders. So for players that strive to be themselves, 
these instruments will serve you well along your path.

► www.cardinalinstruments.com

UnITeD STaTeS
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CHaTeLIeR FRÈReS

Gérard chaTelier 
+ PhiliPPe chaTelier
For a long time, we thought that it would be great to have a small-
to-medium sized acoustic guitar adapted to both flat picking and 
finger picking. 
So the challenge was to create a model combining the advantages 
of the OM and dreadnought that had the following features: 
a full tone allowing guitarists to use the whole neck without 
compromising expression, nuance or sustain. Tight mid ranges 
that are warm and not aggressive. Warm and sweet high tones, 
with clear pitch especially on the B note which has a tendency to 
blur. Full, rounded and resonating bass.

► www.chatelierfreres.com

FRanCe

CHRIS LaRkIn CUSTOm GUITaRS

chriS larKin
For almost 40 years Chris larkin has been hand making guitar 
family instruments on the west coast of ireland. Today there are 
more than 700 of his creations dispersed around the world, many 
of them custom instruments. 
initially Chris made solid bodied instruments (guitars and basses) 
but soon diversified to include acoustic guitars (steel and nylon 
string), archtop jazzers, semi acoustic, euBs, mandolins and 
almost anything else you can think of. 
Whenever possible he uses irish woods and is one of the 4 luthier 
partners in The leonardo guitar research project.

► www.chrislarkinguitars.com

IReLanD

CHRISTIna kOBLeR GUITaRS

chriSTina Kobler
Christina kobler is a luthier based in Austria and specializes 
in custom steel-string and nylon-string guitars. in 2008, after 
achieving her master degree, she set up her own guitar-building 
workshop. 
Christina is a “one woman shop” by choice and is currently 
creating 8-10 guitars annually. 
each instrument is unique, produced by using both age-old 
craftsmanship and modern technology. Optical and aesthetic 
details, in addition to diverse measurements and settings, are 
fashioned according to the customer’s individual preferences. her 
sincere aim is that the musician is inspired by the guitar.

► www.koblerguitars.com

aUSTRIa

CLaaS GUITaRS

alexander claaS
Claas guitars was founded in 2012 by Alexander Claas. Being a 
professional cabinet maker, he decided to turn his hobby into 
a career and now builds electric guitars and basses by hand in 
germany. These are sold all over the world, from America to 
japan. 
in 2009 he developed his main model “Moby Dick”, which he 
enhances constantly. 
Claas guitars is now part of a new wave of avant-garde guitar 
builders. he is trying to construct the electric guitar of the future, 
using new design concepts, materials and building techniques. 
The instruments produced combine exclusive woods with modern 
engineering.

► www.claasguitars.de

GeRmany

CLOe GUITaRS - CeSaROnI

luca ceSaroni
luca Cesaroni became a luthier in 1991 at the age of 15 in rome 
(italy). his company, Cloe guitars, was founded in 2002 with the 
aim of creating outstanding custom guitars and providing high 
tech services to his clients. 
in 2008, the plek machine was purchased in order to reach the 
micrometric precision in setup and fret dressing jobs. 
During the last four years his work has focused on the building of 
archtop guitars after a stint in Canada with Mario Beauregard. 
luca Cesaroni and his Cloe guitars shop is a reference point in 
the centre of italy for professional musicians and demanding 
collectors.

► www.cloeguitars.it

ITaLy

CUnTZ GUITaRS

andreaS cunTZ
in 1994, Andreas Cuntz started his Master luthier studies, 
focusing on stringed instrument design and construction at the 
State university in Mittenwald in germany. he showed a strong 
aptitude for his chosen career, even surprising his tutors with 
a CWg 23 steel string model incorporating a straight string line 
during the first days of the course! his boundless talent was 
rewarded in 1996, when the german Chamber of handicrafts 
awarded him a nationwide first prize for his CWg 23 guitar, 
followed by the proud title of “Master luthier” in 1999. Since then 
he has lived for his chosen calling, producing customized labors of 
stringed triumphs for clients in his master’s workshop… and the 
mix of sheer professionalism, care and love he puts into each and 
every instrument is there for all to see.

► www.cuntz-guitars.de

GeRmany

DanIeL STaRk GITaRRenaTeLIeR

daniel STarK
in 2016, Daniel Stark celebrates 10 years as owner of his own 
workshop gitarrenatelier Daniel Stark. During that time, he has 
honed his craft of creating custom-built classical and crossover 
guitars of exceptional quality. his purpose has been to create 
guitars which fulfill the unique requirements of the individual 
musician. 
Daniel has built a reputation for the development of his own 
distinctive double top construction, currently played by leading 
professionals. he is dedicated to traditional craftsmanship, but 
is always open to new concepts and collaborations with devoted 
musicians. The annual production is limited to about 12 exclusive 
instruments per year.

► www.stark-guitars.de

GeRmany

DanIeL ZUCaLI

daniel Zucali
Since successfully graduating as a string instrument maker in 
1995 Daniel Zucali’s focus is on manufacturing, repairing and 
restoring classical guitars. After being certified as a master 
plucked instrument luthier in 2003, classical guitars are the only 
thing he builds. 
however, this includes multi-string guitars with up to 18 strings as 
well as instruments of various sizes and tunings all the way from 
the octave guitar to the octave bass guitar. 
Seeing the customers’ joy when receiving their unique 
handcrafted instruments is his motivation to keep building ever 
more instruments.

► www.zucali.com

aUSTRIa
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DaRIUS GUITaRZ

alex dmyTriw
Darius guitarz is a 100% handmade guitar brand based near paris. 
Alex the luthier is inspired by 90’s metal guitars, 50’s rock n’ roll 
guitars and old American cars. 
each guitar is carefully handmade one by one by order with 
French or exotic wood to build one-of-a-kind guitars, righty or 
lefty. Darius guitarz makes his own models but also builds custom 
shapes with specific instructions.

► www.dariusguitarz.com

FRanCe

De WIT GUITaRS

GijS de wiT
For over 30 years gijs de Wit has been designing and building 
world class electric guitars and basses, and he was one of the first 
builders to use chambered semi-hollow bodies. 
Driven by a constant urge to improve, de Wit began to realize 
that a chambered block of wood could never produce the true 
tone he was searching for, which resulted in the line of acoustic 
guitars he’s building today: flat top/steel string, archtop/jazz and 
classical. 
gijs de Wit worked with renowned jazz player jesse van ruller on 
a thinline archtop travelling guitar designed to fit in the overhead 
compartment of a plane.

► www.dewitguitars.com

neTHeRLanDS

DeImeL GUITaRWORkS

franK deimel 
+ Kora jünGer
Deimel guitarworks is an expert in uniting vintage design cues 
of well-known classic electric guitars with exacting quality and 
contemporary features. When playing a Deimel guitar, you’ll see 
that looking back never felt so futuristic! 
The goal of Deimel guitarworks is to provide an impeccable tool 
to each musician that perfectly suits their unique style. 
Frank Deimel has been building guitars since his early 
adolescence and started his professional business in 1998. in 
2007 the artist kora jünger expanded the company’s profile with 
her creative design and aesthetic expertise. 
Customers are, among others, lee ranaldo, Tocotronic, klaxons.

► www.deimelguitarworks.de

GeRmany

DI DOnaTO GUITaRS

enrico di donaTo
Di Donato guitars was established many years ago as a workshop 
of bowed instruments near Venice, italy. With great passion for 
the legendary guitarists and the strictness of the “Ancient Myth” 
of classical lutherie, Di Donato guitars has embraced the concept 
of restriction-free instrument design; they are not limited by 
shape or materials, often coupling wood and aluminium, which is 
known for its tonal properties. every single guitar is one-of-a-kind 
in which every part fits with others, from pickups to knobs, and is 
crafted to satisfy the personal desires and needs of each guitarist.

► www.didonatoguitars.it

ITaLy

DISTORTeD BRanCH CUSTOm GUITaRS

liZeT albor 
+ Paul orTiZ murcio
lizet Albor, a luthier with 9 years of experience, with a background 
in architecture and electronic engineering, and paul Ortiz, a 
luthier with 12 years of experience and a background in arts and 
crafts, met in the heart of Mexico City and founded Distorted 
Branch in 2011. 
Combining aesthetics, ergonomics and functionality along with 
their cultural heritage, they work together with musicians to fulfill 
their every need and design one-of-a-kind pieces of art. 
Distorted Branch mostly builds guitars and basses, but loves new 
challenging instruments, taking musicians’ concepts and going 
from design to high quality final product.

► www.distortedbranch.com

mexICO

DOnTCHO IVanOV LUTHIeR

donTcho ivanov
Dontcho ivanov is a professional Montreal-based luthier and 
guitarist for the Balkan gypsy band, Soleil Tzigane. in his cozy 
home workshop, he builds primarily Classical, Flamenco, Steel 
string parlor, gypsy & Nylon jazz guitars. They are handcrafted 
with meticulous precision and care from the finest quality wood.

► www.ivanovluthier.com

© Cindy Boyce

CanaDa

DReameR GUITaRWORkS

celSo freire
Brazilian luthier Celso Freire conceived Dreamer guitarworks 
twenty-five years ago when he was looking for the ultimate guitar 
of his dreams. 
high quality musical instruments were hard to find in South 
America in those days. prices were obscene, which made the 
product just not worth it. That’s when Celso decided to start 
making his own top-notch “Dreamer” guitars. 
Dreamer guitars are crafted with the best woods in the world to 
provide awesome sustain and rich tones. Full attention is given to 
every detail of every instrument. 
each Dreamer is tailor-made to fit the needs of even the most 
demanding musician.

► www.dreamerguitars.com

BRaZIL

DUBRé GUITaRS

Pierre dubré 
+ SuSanne dubré
Dubré guitars was founded in 1997. With a passion for wood and 
an ideology about what you see is what you hear, they want to 
preserve the legacy of good old craftsmanship, which typically 
will be recognized by the finest hand built instruments.

► www.dubre.dk

DenmaRk
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eLRICk BaSS GUITaRS

roberT elricK
Founded in 1992, elrick Bass guitars, ltd. began as a specialty 
manufacturer. Addressing what was, at that time, an under-
serviced segment of the bass guitar market, elrick exclusively 
produced thru-neck 6-string bass guitars, Since their broad 
market debut at the 1993 NAMM Summer Session, elrick Bass 
guitars has expanded its offerings to include instruments of many 
configurations and construction in an effort to meet evolving 
artist demands.

► www.elrick.com

UnITeD STaTeS

eRGOn GUITaRS

adriano SerGio
ergon is dedicated to creating handmade unique custom guitars. 
The brain child of Adriano Sergio, he believes that each musician’s 
artistic identity, as well as the piece of wood to be carved, are an 
opportunity to create a new and groundbreaking guitar design. 
his building ethos rests on his experience as a player and his many 
years both on the road and in the workshop as a guitar technician. 
handcrafted and passionately made, every ergon instrument has 
tone and comfort as its main objectives and embodies the fusion 
between builder and player.

► www.ergon.guitars

© gennaro serra

PORTUGaL

eyB GUITaRS

GünTer eyb 
+ Tilmann fuchS
eyb guitars has been building handmade custom electric guitars 
and basses since 1984. in 2014 they started the new design project 
called elyra guitars, which is a modular semi acoustic guitar 
designed by Tilly Fuchs, a well-known guitar player and industrial 
designer in Stuttgart.

► www.eyb-guitars.eu

GeRmany

eyeSTOne GUITaRS

leonhard auGenSTein
leonhard Augenstein built his first guitar in 1998 driven by the 
desire to make better guitars than the ones he had purchased 
from guitar makers, which in the end did not really satisfy his 
expectations. Being trained as an industrial designer and being 
used to questioning everything he decided to make better and 
more unique guitars without leaving the traditional look of guitars 
too far behind. his second-built guitar showed a new shape, 
bridge, and details like special bracings, which make today’s 
eyestone-guitars look and sound different and unique.

► www.eyestone-guitars.com

GeRmany

FIBenaRe GUITaRS CO.

cSaba benedeK
Fibenare guitars Co. is a 19-year-old hungarian guitar 
manufacture. it builds classic designs and its own models of 
guitars and basses. 
They build instruments from scratch, not only crafting wood by 
hand, but also building hardware, pickups, electronics and even 
the hardshell cases for the instruments. They use only traditional 
tools, and the best materials available.

► www.fibenare-guitars.com

HUnGaRy

FRanFReT HanDmaDe GUITaRS

franciSco joSé 
rodríGueZ Torrón
Franfret handmade guitars epitomizes high quality electric 
guitars, where the most important thing is to offer instruments 
that fit the guitarist’s style, where they share their knowledge 
and experience with you to create unique instruments. Since 
his childhood he was surrounded by music and especially 
guitars. The passion of designing, developing and building these 
instruments since 2009 has led him to constantly evolve, improve, 
and develop new ways to achieve the best results. The many 
models you can choose from range from the most vintage and 
retro style of the Oregon pine Series to the modern models as the 
Axe.

► www.franfret.net

SPaIn

FRanZ BaSSGUITaRS

xaver Tremel
in his young luthier’s workshop Franz Bassguitars creates 
premium quality bass guitars, 100% hand-crafted to individual 
client requests. xaver Tremel puts great emphasis on the choice of 
woods and their origins from sustainable and preferably regional 
forestry. his careful selection of materials and components, 
paired with expert manufacture, guarantees a strong and unique 
sound.

► www.franz-bassguitars.de

GeRmany

GamBLe GUITaRS

SaScha ProSKe 
+ robby rybol
gamble guitars was founded in 2011 by best friends Sascha 
proske and robby rybol and really started to take off after the 
first “Messe” 2013. Although newcomers, both always had a 
love for rock’n roll, which is reflected in their guitars. They 
build instruments which are meant to rock a stage. Since then, 
the cheeky charm of their guitars has found many national and 
international fans. Sascha and robby put a lot of passion into 
their work and pay close attention to using high quality materials.

► www.gambleguitars.com

GeRmany
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GIULIO neGRInI GUITaRS

Giulio neGrini
giulio of Negrini guitars is a modern guitar maker and player, 
his skills as a hard-rock guitarist have allowed him to improve 
the comfort and playability of the electric guitar. understanding 
the needs of players, he designs smooth necks and fretboards. 
giulio is focused on high-end, high quality guitars; multistrings, 
extended range, fanned fretting and hi-gloss finishes are common 
options in his models. entirely hand made in his workshop at the 
specific request of the customer, these guitars incorporate a wide 
selection of rare and high-grade tonewoods, premium hardware 
and his own hand wound, guitar-by-guitar related pickups.

► www.negriniguitars.com

SWITZeRLanD

GReyHOUnD GUITaRS

Salvador Soriano
greyhound guitars is the outcome of its founder’s quest in search 
of the best guitar for himself. having owned many well-known 
guitars on the market, none satisfied all the requirements: 
playability, sound, beauty and uniqueness. 
Their philosophy is an open invitation to all musicians, pro and 
amateurs, to escape from me-too paths to new unexplored places 
to satisfy their deepest musical needs. 
ghguitars’ manufacturing methods are the result of a balanced 
mix between old-fashioned workmanship and the newest 
technology. Combine this with the nicest tonewoods, best 
hardware and electronic components available and you’ll have a 
unique instrument customized for you.

► www.greyhoundguitars.com

SPaIn

GUITaReS & CIe - “STePInHUT”

nico dayeT
Nicolas is a modern guitar maker whose traditional skills serve 
his constant search for new sounds. his workshop is located in 
Montferrat, South of France. his years of experience enable him 
to fabricate many types of stringed instruments, both electric and 
acoustic. 
Form, colours, raw materials and the feel of different types of 
wood contribute to create innovative projects each with a unique 
personal sound and feel. 
“The luthier creates the instruments; the musicians finish them.”

► www.lutherie-guitare.fr

FRanCe

HaHL meISTeRGITaRRen

STefan hahl
For Stefan hahl, lutherie is much more than just a craft or a job, 
it is his passion, a passion fed by his love of music and guitar 
playing. The name hahl is synonymous with superbly handcrafted 
and beautiful instruments. Stefan hahl personally hand builds 
every guitar that bears his name. 
each hahl guitar is endowed with its own distinct tonal qualities, 
unique aesthetic personality and superb playability, all of which 
inspire the musician to new creative heights. 
Stefan hahl exclusively uses carefully seasoned and aged 60-70 
year-old tone woods to create instruments with timbres that are 
usually only possible with older instruments.

► www.hahl-guitars.com

GeRmany

HaLaBICa GUITaRS

oTTo halabica
The style is unique, and the goal is singular: originality. halabica 
is not just an instrument; it is a manifestation of uniqueness, taste 
and style. each guitar stands out with an aesthetic balance and 
master build quality. These guitars allow the player to transform 
sound into a tangible form; the acoustic sound rises with an 
elegant shape, showcasing the passion and perfection with 
which it is made. halabica guitars are a reflection of the highest 
craftsmanship and experience.

► www.halabicaguitars.com

SLOVakIa

HanS GUITaRS

ThorSTen hanS
hans guitars was established in 2011 in the beautiful historic 
city of Tübingen. Thorsten hans counsels guitar players to 
develop their own unique sound and improves their instrument’s 
playability by tailoring each instrument to each individual’s 
needs. 
his advanced guitar models do not only reflect the deep 
knowledge of sixty years of electric guitar history and building 
techniques, but also the guitar’s cultural meaning today. This 
leads to unique instruments like the paperworks, that while 
based on a traditional outline, its newspaper surface immediately 
creates an extraordinary visual experience.

► www.hansguitars.com

GeRmany

HeIneR DReIZeHnTeR GITaRRenBaU

heiner dreiZehnTer
For more than 25 years heiner Dreizehnter has been building 
guitars and irish bouzoukis. he is a self-educated person, who 
loves building and playing guitars, with particular fascination in 
sound and design. he develops lots of ideas about guitar-making, 
like neck-to body-joints at the 15th fret, avoiding the necessity of 
a cutaway. Further, he is building irish bouzoukis, that are louder 
and bigger than others, or in a guitar-shape. This helps them to be 
heard in sessions. 
his portfolio also includes instruments from the mandolin to the 
acoustic bass. lots of professional musicians from all over the 
world play his instruments on stage.

► www.acoustic-guitars.de

GeRmany

HeLLIVeR GUITaRS

oliver baron
“The way they should have been built in the first place.” 
picking up where guitar makers left off in the 1960s, helliver 
continues to blend vintage qualities with perfection in tone, feel 
and aesthetics. Strictly handmade without compromise or undue 
haste, each helliver guitar is an ambassador for the potential of 
the electric guitar. Billy gibbons approved.

► www.helliver.de

© björn reschabek & christoph steinweg

GeRmany
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HILkO GUITaRS

hilKo nacKaerTS
hilko Nackaerts is a Belgium-based luthier. he trained in the early 
nineties at the international luthier School Antwerp. After his 
studies, hilko toured the world as a guitar tech for Simple Minds, 
Chris rea, Nile rodgers, to name a few. he established hilko 
guitars in 2004. hilko has been building guitars for a variety of 
internationally renowned artists. 
every single hilko guitar is individually crafted one at a time, 
with the best tonewood/ hardware/ components he can find. he 
puts blood, sweat and tears into them, giving them soul! No two 
loveguns are alike. guitar making is a lifestyle not a job.

► www.hilkoguitars.com

BeLGIUm

HUSemOenS GITaRmakeRI

ØySTein huSemoen
husemoens gitarmakeri was founded by luthier Øystein 
husemoen in 2003 after completing his german journeyman’s 
Certificate the year before. From their workshop in lillehammer 
they deliver high end custom acoustic, electric and bass guitars. 
Their Norwegian Wood Series guitars were first introduced in 
2010 at the Fuzz guitar Show in göteborg, and demonstrate the 
diversity of tone you can create using only sustainable Norwegian 
woods. Their unique sustainable profile combined with high 
quality instruments has brought great Norwegian artists as well 
as major international names to their customer list.

► www.norwegianwoodseries.com

nORWay

IHUSH GUITaRS

naoKi ihaShi
ihush guitars, located in the suburbs of Tokyo, japan, began its 
activities in 2009. 
it is a very small studio where all work is done by Naoki ihashi. 
guitars made only by him strongly attract people. Their delicate 
beauty and sounds leave a strong impression on the player’s 
mind. 
ihashi says, “The next work will be much better!” he continues to 
make guitars with that philosophy.

► www.ihush-guitars.com

JaPan

InDIan HILL GUITaRS

michael Kennedy
luthier Michael kennedy of indian hill guitars strongly believes 
that a cohesive design in both structure and aesthetics is 
fundamental to producing exceptional world class instruments. 
These ideals could most succinctly be described as clean 
elegance. Michael’s approach to achieving these tonal and visual 
goals has continually developed over the course of his career but 
is rooted in the melding of science and instinct. With a formal 
education in Mechanical engineering tempered by a life spent 
pursuing creativity, he strives to not simply keep these forces in 
balance, but use them collaboratively to create something greater 
than the sum of their parts.

► www.indianhillguitars.com

CanaDa

ISaaC JanG GUITaRS

iSaac janG
isaac jang is a guitar maker based in los Angeles, California, 
uSA. he was born and raised in S. korea and moved to the u.S. in 
1999. in 2007 isaac apprenticed under his most admirable mentor, 
kathy Wingert, and learned everything from basic construction 
skills to fine tuning every element of a guitar. isaac specializes 
in steel string acoustic guitars and builds 6 to 8 guitars each 
year at his shop in the heart of hollywood. he focuses on tone, 
aesthetics, and playability. his goal is to create an instrument that 
connects with a player, and that becomes his new “go-to” guitar.

► www.isaacjangguitars.com

UnITeD STaTeS

IVee GUITaRS

ivan mulia
his love of blues music and remarkable interest in the resonator 
guitar, especially the metal-body which is hard to find in his 
country, made ivan Mulia start making his own guitars in 2009. 
his job in an aluminum casting workshop for more than 10 years 
allowed him to create unusual techniques of guitar-making. 
One of the unique things about iVee guitars is floral etching on the 
whole body, which generally uses indonesian traditions such as 
batik and songket. 
Technical calculations blended with artistic culture is a hallmark 
of his work.

► www.facebook.com/iVeeguitars© aryono huboyo djati

InDOneSIa

JaBLOnSkI GUITaRS

chriSTian jablonSKi
Christian jablonski has been a master-luthier for 20 years now, 
living in Bad goisern, Austria and teaching guitar-building at the 
nearby hTBlA hallstatt. Outside of his busy, teaching schedule, 
he constructs wonderful guitars in his workshop. As time is 
somewhat limited, the output is small and most instruments 
are made to order. As a journeyman, he worked for the biggest 
manufacturer of steel-string guitars in germany, and was later 
responsible for the repair shop in a big store. he has seen, made 
and repaired a lot of guitars. Now he is happy in his small shop, 
making excellent guitars and doing the occasional repair.

► www.jablonski-guitars.at

aUSTRIa

JeFFRey yOnG GUITaRS

jeffrey yonG
jeffrey Yong, a self-taught guitar Maker, has crafted himself a 
well-known name in the guitar world for his unconventional 
approach to using the most exotic wood and construction design. 
Besides making great instruments jeffrey has introduced many 
new woods into the guitar making community.

► www.jeffreyyong.com

maLaySIa
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JenS RITTeR InSTRUmenTS

jenS riTTer
jens ritter is a Master instrument maker from germany. he 
specializes in creating high quality electric guitars and basses – 
handmade works of contemporary art. 
his unique way of instrument designing hooked customers like 
prince, george Benson, Mary j. Blige, grateful Dead’s phil lesh 
and many more.

► www.ritter-instruments.com

GeRmany

JHG GUITaRS

hanS GeerdinK
hans geerdink founded jhg guitars in 1992. hans inherited the 
love for music and a keen eye for detail from his grandfather, 
johan grönefeld, a well-known watchmaker by trade and 
enthusiast musician and performer in the small village of 
Oldenzaal. 
jhg guitars are mostly made to order, by hand, using both vintage 
and modern tools and technologies. Wherever the design allows, 
hans tries to incorporate ecologically sustainable materials like 
local wood species and modern waterborne finishes. 
his maverick designs are usually not far out of the box. To hans, 
a guitar should look, without a doubt, like a guitar.

► www.jhgguitars.nl

neTHeRLanDS

JJ GUITaRS

jeff Guilford
jj guitars is an established uk electric guitar manufacturer with 
an impeccable industry reputation for sonic quality. jeff guilford 
comes from a family background of precision engineering, 
working in his father’s workshop from a very young age. 
having received his first guitar at the age of six, by the age 
of eleven, music and guitar had taken hold. With academic 
degrees in music and guitar performance, it was inevitable that 
engineering and music would eventually meet. 
jj guitars manufacture for leading artists and musicians around 
the world and remain as a family concern with son richard, and 
jeff’s wife Carolyn.

► www.jjguitars.com

UnITeD kInGDOm

JOkeRGUITaRS

KoSTaS KaKaniariS
kostas kakaniaris was born in a suburb of Athens, greece, called 
ilion. he continues to live and work there. in 1984 he abandoned 
the Agricultural university of Athens so as to start his own 
workshop where he finished and repaired musical instruments. 
Since then, he has a professional co-operation with music stores 
and many professional and amateur luthiers. in 2000, after years 
of repairing instruments, he decided to launch his own brand 
of hand-crafted stringed instruments which are mainly steel 
string guitars from fine tonewoods. he designs and builds his 
instruments under the guidance of past master luthiers.

► www.jokerguitars.gr

GReeCe

kD

KoSTadin dimiTrov
kostadin Dimitrov - kD - is a luthier who has his own individual 
way of expressing himself and understanding how a guitar or 
bass should look and sound. he works completely by hand like 
the old masters, following the luthiers’ traditions. using rare and 
precisely selected wood, he unleashes in his instrument’s spirit, 
distinctive character and specific sound. he does not use a CNC 
router. he builds every single instrument with care, passion and 
attention to detail, which is a lifetime guarantee for quality.

► www.kdbasses.com

BULGaRIa

kOPO

fred PonS
kopo always seeks to effectively combine design, sound, and 
comfort through his use of woods, metals, and composites to 
create solutions that are simultaneously acoustic and ergonomic. 
Motivated by a multi-disciplinary approach, kopo has a passion 
for both research and artistic expression. 
Since 1988, hundreds of instruments have come out of this 
workshop. There are many creations, some bestsellers, such as 
the Yalta, of which nearly fifty instruments have been produced 
so far. As many guitars as basses have been made, more and more 
acoustic models produced over the past few years, most of them 
with non-tropical woods.

► www.kopo.fr

FRanCe

kOSTaL GUITaRS

jaSon KoSTal
jason draws upon his years of experience as a fingerstyle player 
and performer, roberto-Venn School of luthiery instructor, and 
two-and-a-half-year apprenticeship under ervin Somogyi to 
create one of the most precisely crafted, aesthetically inspiring, 
and sonically diverse steel stringed guitars on the market. each 
instrument is individually designed and voiced to bring out 
the tonality and responsiveness desired by true enthusiasts, 
professional musicians, and discerning collectors.

► www.kostalguitars.com

UnITeD STaTeS

JünGeR GITaRRen

david jünGer
David jünger sees himself as a representative of modern guitar 
making. his demand is to blend high quality craftsmanship with 
excellent materials and design, to reach the perfect tone. he 
has specialized in steel string and archtop guitars, which are 
totally made by hand in his workshop. After four years of studying 
musical instrument making in Markneukirchen, he achieved the 
title Bachelor of Arts and became a Master luthier shortly after. 
With all his knowledge and skills he wants to exceed the demands 
of his customers.

► http://juenger-gitarren.de

GeRmany
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kRISTaLL

andreaS KriSTall
Andreas kristall is a bass maker and player. his skills and 
experience after more than 15 years as a professional bassist 
grant him the ability to understand the needs and wishes of his 
customers. 
Sound is the very motor of his work. The biggest fun and the 
biggest challenge is to obtain the perfect balance between the 
desired sound, ergonomics, playability, responsiveness and 
design. 
each instrument is unique and custom built. using the finest 
materials and hardware is a matter of course. his approach is 
basically more traditional than modern. The credo is: Sound first!

► www.kristallbass.com

GeRmany

Lame HORSe InSTRUmenTS

chriS jenKinS 
+ jeremy jenKinS
The jenkins boys, aka lame horse instruments, produce small 
bodied guitars, and 6 string banjos deep in the heart of Texas! 
Their 0 and 00 sized instruments are tonally excellent, visually 
unique, and packed with features to make them stable and 
playable for generations, such as adjustable playing action and 
rear access panels. They are honored and excited to be able to 
show their instruments at the holy grail guitar Show along side 
talented luthiers from all over the world.

► www.lamehorse.net

UnITeD STaTeS

LaVa GUITaRS

raPolaS GražyS
lava guitars are created by lithuanian industrial designer and 
musician rapolas gražys. 
rapolas gražys established the premium class trademark called 
lAVA which connects sound and design collaboration and creates 
innovative instruments to increase musical playability. 
All lAVA handcrafted instruments are created to feel more 
comfortable and relaxed while playing. Shaped as an actual drop 
which gives ergonomic benefit, these guitars are made through an 
exclusive technological process, using one piece of wood which 
makes a big difference for unique tone and long sustain. lAVA 
guitars are lightweight and have a very slim body.

► www.lavaguitars.com

LITHUanIa

Le Fay

reiner dobbraTZ 
+ meiK dobbraTZ
Brothers reiner and Meik Dobbratz learned woodwork from 
scratch from their father Siegfried. reiner founded le Fay in 1985, 
Meik joined le Fay at the turn of the millennium. Together they are 
a perfect team, producing le Fay basses with joy and passion. 
Bridges, headpieces, pickups, pot knobs, electronics tray covers 
and finishes; apart from the strap pins, the headstock tuners and 
the fretwire, all the visible parts of le Fay basses are made by le 
Fay.

► www.lefay.de

GeRmany

LImBO GUITaRS

michael baTell
limbo acoustic steel string guitars are created by American 
instrument maker Michael Batell in Berlin, germany. These 
concert instruments are designed for the demands of professional 
performing and recording guitarists, offering precision and 
response in playing. Their tonality is characterized by exceptional 
resonance, sustain and definition. 
limbo guitars are available in two sizes, grand Concert and grand 
Auditorium. each instrument boasts well-seasoned tropical and 
northern woods, as well as the finest fittings and workmanship. 
When made to order, all details regarding playability can be 
customized, including neck width and profile, string length and 
spacing, selection of tuners and more.

► www.limbo-guitars.com

GeRmany/USa

LOeF GUITaRS

olaf löf
Olav löf is an independent luthier. he made his first guitar in 
1978. Some 16 years ago he started to use the brand “loef” in 
public. in a good year Mr. löf makes 30 to 35 instruments. All are 
unique and one-offs. All have personal names. Steel stringed 
instruments, all the way from small body parlor guitars up to 
acoustic bass guitars. “A beautiful piece of wood, a guitar neck 
that gets your hands to love it, a tone that opens your heart’s 
innermost room” this is what matters! Meet you in the booth!

► www.loefguitars.fi

FInLanD

LOïC Le PaPe

loïc le PaPe
loïc is a steel guitar builder established in 2007. Combining a deep 
respect for traditional guitar models with complete freedom of 
experimentation, a traditional know-how and a constant search 
to optimise. The rawness of hand shaping and the sophistication 
of some technical options is also one of loïc’s strengths. every 
detail has been reworked to ensure sustain, warmth, dynamic, 
wide spectrum, playing comfort and optimum settings. There is 
also a look apart, unique to each guitar, and carefully designed 
balance and weight.  
except 1 handmade model (l Steel junior DC) available in shops 
in Belgium, england, Switzerland, France… all the guitars are 
custom order.

► www.loiclepapesteelguitars.com

FRanCe

LeTaIn GUITaRS

jeff leTain
jeff is an Artist with a passion for guitar building. he has been 
a woodworker since the late seventies and shifted his focus to 
guitars in the late nineties. The search for a tone and sound 
quality that excites the passion of the player is his main goal. 
For him, the guitar is a tool that is functional sculpture and the 
guitar’s surface a canvas with a limitless field for expression.

► www.letainguitars.com

CanaDa
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LOTTOnen GUITaRS Oy

juha loTTonen 
+ juha rinne
Master luthier juha lottonen founded lottonen guitars 24 years 
ago in helsinki, Finland. The hallmarks of lottonen instruments 
are the qualities of tone, playability and workmanship. The annual 
production of the workshop is about 25 guitars and an essential 
part of operations is repairs and restorations.

► www.lottonen.com

© hannu aaltonen

© Juha rinne

FInLanD

LOWDen GUITaRS

GeorGe lowden
“The journey began in earnest in 1974 when i began the design 
and building of the first lowden guitars in my workshop in Bangor 
County Down, Northern ireland,” george lowden says. “From 
the very beginning i was determined to develop unique designs 
and not just copy well known makes.” The lowden guitar is the 
result of unique design, workmanship, building techniques, and 
impeccable choice of woods. Today, a team of skilled craftspeople 
(including two of george’s sons Aaron and Daniel) build lowden 
guitars by hand in atelier workshops in Downpatrick, Northern 
ireland.

► www.lowdenguitars.com

UnITeD kInGDOm

LUTHeRIe GeRVaIS

emile GervaiS
lutherie gervais started in 2013 after three years of scholarship 
that the luthier emile gervais completed successfully. Winner of 
an Award of excellence at the end of his studies in Bruand school, 
his design was quickly established. lutherie gervais makes fine 
handcrafted guitars and also offers repairs for the local musicians. 
his background as soundman, is a big help for developing his own 
sound as well as being a guitar tech on gigs. Music and guitars all 
the way!

► www.lutheriegervais.com

CanaDa

m.O.V.GUITaRS

marco omar viola
Marco Omar Viola is a passionate luthier from Milan. 
he graduated from the School of luthier in 1999. he started 
making archtop guitars and doing repairs, but in the course of 
time he moved his attention to his first love, the solid body guitar! 
his guitars mix tradition and modern concepts. his instruments 
are made of high quality seasoned wood and the best parts 
available to offer the best possible result. he focuses his 
improvements on playability, ergonomics and tone to make the 
musician’s life easier. ViOlA is his signature on the headstock of 
every instrument he makes.

► www.movguitars.com

ITaLy

maLInOSkI GUITaR

PeTer malinoSKi
peter Malinoski is interested in new directions for electric guitars 
by following different aesthetic possibilities and concepts of 
purpose. he has explored the full range of this medium from 
the accepted traditional to the outer edge of tolerance, and has 
recently returned to his roots as a sculptor with a commitment to 
push the instrument to places yet to be understood.

► www.malinoskiguitar.com

UnITeD STaTeS

maRCO GUITaRS & BaSS

joaquín marco
luthier joaquín Marco produces his instruments under the brand 
“Marco guitars & Bass”. he designs and manufactures them in 
the Basque country (Spain). Marco guitars & Bass flagship is the 
“Marcustico”, an acoustic bass that sounds like a double bass 
despite its reduced size. These are some of the best known artists 
playing his instruments: jose Agustin gereñu, Tarus Mateen, 
Marcus Miller, Avishai Cohen, Alejandro Sanz, Dario Deidda, etc.

► www.marcoguitarsbass.com

SPaIn

maRLeaUx BaSS GUITaRS

Gerald marleaux
Marleaux knows that high class wood and careful handling is 
the key to a great bass. They have a passion for collecting and 
building with rare and fascinating woods. 
Marleaux Bass guitars takes great care in the proper storage, 
drying and treatment of these woods to ensure their unique sonic 
characteristics. Marleaux then tailor each bass to the needs of the 
customer by using the exact piece of wood for every aspect of its 
construction. 
Marleaux is the place where we make bassists’ dreams come true!

► www.marleaux-bass.de

GeRmany

maeSTRO GUITaRS

hoZen 
Maestro guitars by hozen is the leading maker of premium custom 
guitars from Asia and the only Singapore brand of handcrafted 
guitar/ukuleles. Since 2004 Maestro has been providing 
instruments to discerning players that are very particular about 
playability, tone and craftsmanship. each Maestro instrument 
is handcrafted using only the finest wood and components 
through age-proven techniques. Modern enhancements such as 
carbon-fibre reinforced necks, sound port, double tops, beveled 
armrest, plek setup, blended with age-old traditional hide glue, 
air-dried tonewood, individually hand-voiced soundboards to 
help produce the finest handmade guitars in the region which are 
an inspiration to play.

► www.maestroguitars.com

SInGaPORe
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mCnaLLy GUITaRS

ciaran mcnally
Ciaran McNally began making guitars at the age of 15. After 
studying guitar making to diploma level at london Metropolitan 
university, he has since gone on to apprentice with several of 
ireland’s foremost instrument makers. This year’s hggS coincides 
with his 10-year anniversary of guitar making. While working for 
other luthiers, Ciaran kept his own brand of guitars on-going, 
and now seeks to perfect these based on his ethos that every 
handmade instrument should sound great, be beautiful, and play 
well; “To hear, To See, To Feel.”

► www.mcnallyguitars.com

IReLanD

meIGeL GUITaRS

STefan meiGel
Stefan Meigel served an apprenticeship as a carpenter and 
then trained as a luthier at the renowned Munich instrument 
Factory Stevens guitars. After passing the master’s examination 
for luthiers at the State College for violin makers and plucked 
instrument in Mittenwald, Stefan Meigel founded, in 2006, his own 
company Meigel guitars in Benediktbeuern Bavaria. 
Since then he has been building high-quality instruments with the 
highest level of craftsmanship and sound quality for customers 
from around the world. his repertoire includes steel string, 
archtop, bass, electric guitars and classical guitars as well as 
various custom-made products, repairs and restorations.

► www.gitarrenbau-meigel.de

GeRmany

meLO GUITaRS

joSeP melo vallS
The artisan, josep Melo, comes from Barcelona, the centre of 
modern design and the classical guitar. every year he produces 
a limited run of handcrafted guitars including archtop, flattop, 
classical and electric guitars which are specially designed by 
josep to suit the needs of the individual player. each guitar is 
made with meticulous care and attention to detail and rooted in 
the oldest european traditions. Motivated by his thirst for learning 
he has benefited from the experience and friendship of luthiers 
such as j. D’Aquisto, j.romanillos and S. klein.

► www.meloguitars.com

CaTaLOnIa

meLODUenDe GUITaRS

jeremy Sachoux 
+ berTrand dufour
The MeloDuende guitars Workshop is located in Burgundy 
(France). it’s a collective venture that brings together Bertrand 
and jérémy. Built with an aluminum hollow body and wooden 
neck, MeloDuende guitars have a unique tonal signature, a 
bright yet warm organic sound, combined with a sharp dynamic 
response and unbelievable sustain. Their instruments are built 
to last. They are entirely hand crafted with top quality materials, 
using state of the art precision mechanics and luthier know-how. 
Artists such as Shaka ponk, Skip the use, eiffel, Billy F gibbons 
(ZZTOp), Serge Teyssot gay, Yodelice, Claude Whipple, Tryo, john 
Butler, johnny hallyday, indochine, Scott holiday (rival Sons).

► www.meloduende.fr

FRanCe

nIk HUBeR GUITaRS

niK huber
Nik huber, founder and managing director of Nik huber guitars, 
carries on a more than 100 year-old family tradition. in 1896 a 
heritage of woodworking expertise was born to proud parent 
Nikolaus huber in a small village in Southern Bavaria. Today 
Nikolaus huber iV carries that expertise forward in the form of 
exquisite guitars. 
Founded in 1996, Nik huber guitars celebrates its 20th anniversary 
of guitar making this year. And what is more suitable for this 
occasion than meeting friends and colleagues at the holy grail 
guitar Show?

► www.nikhuber-guitars.com

GeRmany

nOVaCORDa GUITaRS

meTe cem KuZu
Mete Cem is a travelling luthier. every 3 to 5 years he moves to 
a different country due to his wife’s work. having built his first 
commercial guitar in ghana, West Africa without electricity, he 
has a strong “form follows function” attitude, creating his own 
solutions and striving to use mostly local woods. his nightmare 
is to use off-the-shelf stuff. This attitude took him so far that he 
even had to produce his own bridge. Mostly electrics, ready for 
anything else, free from conventional thinking.

► www.novacorda.com

TURkey

O3 GUITaR & BaSS

alejandro ramireZ
o3 guitars is a Spanish brand headed by master luthier Alejandro 
ramirez that has been building fine handmade electric guitars 
and basses since 2005, bringing some of the art and tradition of 
the classical Spanish luthier into the modern world of electric 
instruments, giving the guitars a special personality, but in 
modern aesthetic and ergonomic concepts. 
The taste for outstanding tonewoods and careful craftsmanship 
are the other main points of attention. With all of these, and the 
best in hardware and electronics, the result is always high-end 
instruments

► www.o3custom.com

SPaIn

myka GUITaRS

david myKa
David Myka specializes in custom handcrafted guitars. Always 
pushing the envelope, Myka’s experimental approach allows him 
to explore new ideas and construction concepts that expand the 
tonal range and versatility of the modern guitar. While taking 
inspiration from the classics, his passion for natural form and 
intuitive functionality make each Myka guitar a beautiful and 
unique instrument. The Myka guitars studio is located in Seattle, 
WA uSA.

► www.mykaguitars.com

UnITeD STaTeS
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OD GUITaRS

omer deuTSch
Omer Deutsch is an industrial designer, luthier and founder of 
OD guitars. Aside from being a designer, Omer is also a guitar 
player who listens to and researches progressive metal and new 
genres of metal. he was always fascinated by the geometric forms 
of nature; OD’s guitars represent Omer’s thoughts about those 
forms, from Nautilus to the golden ratio and fractal shapes. 
Omer’s designs focus on modern 7,8 and 9 strings, extended 
range, multi scale and pay attention to the last tiny detail of each 
guitar. everything he builds goes from his hands directly to the 
player’s fingers.

► www.od-guitars.com © Od guitars 2016

ISRaeL

OLIVeR LanG InSTRUmenTS

oliver lanG
The holy grail is something very personal. people, who express 
their feelings by music often have a special relationship with their 
instrument: for some of them the instrument is already the holy 
grail, for others it is just a kind of tool, a companion in the search 
for the holy grail. 
Wood is highly individual, personal and special, the same as 
emotions or music. 
Oliver made it his mission is to find the right piece of wood for 
every kind of player and personality. For bass players to which the 
question of p or j is not the end of their search.

► www.oliverlang-instruments.com

GeRmany

ORn CUSTOm GUITaRS

Gunnar orn SiGurdSSon
gunnar has been designing and building guitars since 2000. Based 
in reykjavik, he works in close conjunction with his customers, 
sharing his passion and inspiration to provide guitars that are 
designed to work as an extension of their guitar playing. he 
collaborates with local artists and craftsmen to create guitars 
that both look and sound beautiful. gunnar runs guitar courses 
on a regular basis for those who would like to make their own. 
his guitars are touring locally and internationally with some of 
iceland’s top bands and musicians such as Solstafir, Vintage 
Caravan and Of Monsters and Men.

► www.ornguitars.is

ICeLanD

PaBLO maSSa GUITaRS

Pablo maSSa
pablo Massa is a young Argentine luthier with more than fifteen 
years of experience. his curiosity and exploratory nature, led 
him to make everything from 13-string jazz guitars to double 
neck sticks, from travel guitars to astonishing electro-acoustic 
basses. each customer order means a challenge for him, and 
every passing year his chameleonic talent is evident in new and 
better instruments. Through his humility, his professionalism and 
his craft skills, Massa became a first-class luthier who constantly 
exceeds his own limits.

► www.pablomassa.com.ar

aRGenTIna

PaGeLLI GITaRRenBaU

claudio PaGelli 
+ claudia PaGelli
You can use a thousand or just a few words about Claudio and 
Claudia pagelli… at the end its simple: they are unique.

► www.pagelli.com

SWITZeRLanD

PaUL LaIRaT

Paul lairaT
paul lairat is an instrument maker from the South of France. his 
stringed instrument workshop opened its doors in 2000. he loves 
to use many different kinds of woods such as wengé, mahogany, 
ebony, and maple. he also carefully stores unusual veneers such 
as burl of myrtle, of madrona, of amboyna, which will be used in 
the making of the instrument’s top. he wants to provide unique 
guitars and basses to musicians, like his best-selling, Stega Bass. 
he has been awarded “The Best Stringed instrument Maker” for 
his concepts by the uS magazine Bass gear.

► www.lairat.com

FRanCe

PeTeR naGLITSCH LUTHIeR

PeTer naGliTSch
peter Naglitsch builds guitars. Those two simple words, builds 
guitars, mean more than you might think. Build. As in hand 
building. One by one. By hand. Then there is the word guitar, 
which might be a bit misleading. peter builds more than guitars. 
his output ranges from electric to acoustic guitars. From basses 
to electric cellos, violins and other more unusual instruments. But 
in every build he starts with your needs and wishes, and together 
with you he creates the perfect instrument. From his hands to 
your hands.

► www.peternaglitschluthier.com

SWeDen

PmC GUITaRS

Pierre-marie châTeauneuf
pMC guitars is run by pierre-Marie Châteauneuf, who deals with 
custom handcrafted guitars, i.e. acoustic guitars, electric and 
bass guitars, as well as other string instruments like “Byblos”, 
winner of the innovation Award 2010, which is a hybrid between 
oud (oriental lute) and guitar. 
pMC is a member of the european guitar Builders and the French 
guitar Builders. he was selected to exhibit at the Montreal guitar 
Show, and gained an award from premier guitar. 
pMC is happy to celebrate its tenth birthday at the holy grail 
guitar Show.

► www.pmcguitars.com

FRanCe
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POLJakOFF GITaRRen

jaKob PoljaKoff
jakob poljakoff is a luthier based in Berlin, germany. Trained in 
england he specializes in building steel-string and nylon-string 
guitars.  
his instruments are fully handcrafted with a building process 
based on traditional as well as modern methods. jakob’s guitars 
come with a modest, almost minimalistic look. he puts a lot of 
effort in to each individual guitar. There is always a personal 
touch with small details to be found all over the instruments. The 
sound can be described as a combination of power and perfect 
clarity without being harsh in any situation.

► www.poljakoffgitarren.de© matthias Oertel

GeRmany

POTVIn GUITaRS

miKe PoTvin
Mike potvin has been designing and building custom electric 
guitars in his one-man shop since 2003. 
his designs have been featured in books and magazines, and are 
praised by players around the world for their balance, design 
aesthetics and build quality. 
Mike takes inspiration from classic guitar designs, but is never 
bound by any formula. his unique designs feature a nod to the 
past, and more than a hint of Mike’s passion for the world of 
vintage sports cars.

► www.potvinguitars.com

CanaDa

PROHaSZka GUITaRS

balaZS ProhaSZKa
Balazs prohaszka grew up and was trained in hungary in the 
violin making tradition. he gained guitar making experience in 
Northern ireland. he has been building his unique instruments in 
the uk since 2003. With utmost dedication for quality and sound 
he works in close collaboration with his customers. Offering 
modern and traditional construction methods and experimenting 
with a wide range of design concepts allows him to create 
great-sounding distinctive archtops and flattops. he also builds 
mandolin family instruments and lately electric guitars.

► www.prohaszkaguitars.com

UnITeD kInGDOm

RaymOnD kRaUT GUITaRS

raymond KrauT
raymond kraut is a world renowned acoustic guitar builder 
focusing on creating the most optimally responsive guitars of 
today. his inlay work is aesthetically unique with the goal of 
inspiring the musician and intriguing the audience with one-
of-a-kind contemporary designs. ray believes there is a deep 
connection between music and art. it is important for the player 
to connect with the instrument visually, aurally and physically as 
each component equally influences the playing experience.

► www.krautguitars.com

UnITeD STaTeS

ReLISH GUITaRS

Pirmin GiGer 
+ Silvan KünG
relish guitars stands for innovative high-end electric guitars 
made in Switzerland. Due to its special sandwich construction, 
relish achieves a unique warm sound. guitar World about jane: 
“… a rainbow of tones that combines the best of hollow, semi-
hollow, and solid body guitars.” jane also provides features like 
touch sensor control for the pickup selector as well as a very easy 
access to the interior to change the strings, the battery or even 
the pickups. Non-tropical wood has been used for relish guitars. 
For the fretboard, relish uses dark strand woven bamboo; a step 
forward in the right direction.

► www.relishguitars.com

SWITZeRLanD

ROnIn GUITaRS

john reed + iZZy luGo
+ jacK reed
All ronin electric guitars are built by izzy lugo and john reed, 
while ronin’s acoustic models are built by jack reed. 
ronin guitars hand builds all their instruments from reclaimed 
Old growth redwood in humboldt County, California. 
This ancient tone wood, combined with proprietary pickup 
designs, pure nitrocellulose lacquer finishes and meticulous 
attention to playability, aesthetics and tonal dynamics, has 
earned ronin guitars a reputation as one of the most inspired 
and innovative boutique guitars available today. ronin draws 
inspiration from many of history’s trusted traditions, while 
breathing new life into many overlooked aspects of tone craft.

► www.roninguitars.com

UnITeD STaTeS

ROZaWOOD

roman ZajiceK 
+ PeTr ZajiceK
The rozawood workshop is the vision of luthier roman Zajicek, 
considered among the top 5 guitar makers worldwide. All 
production (acoustic flattop and archtop guitars, resophonic 
guitars, octave mandolins, mandocellos, bouzoukies and 
specialty guitars – tenor, terz, baritone and drop) is made only 
from selected solid tonewoods and is purely handmade in every 
detail. his instruments are known for their impressive tone and 
impeccable workmanship. rozawood is not a factory, but an 
art workshop where roman together with his son put their best 
efforts into every unique rozawood instrument.

► www.rozawood.cz

CZeCH RePUBLIC

San LORenZO GUITaRS

SébaSTien SanTilli 
+ jeremy beGoin
impassioned by the art of lutherie and guitar for more than 
twenty years, Sebastien founded San lorenzo guitars in 2012. 
his fine custom lap steels and guitars are made of composite 
materials (carbon and natural fibres, woods, …). except for tuners 
and pickups handwound by his friend and partner jeremy Begoin 
(Sp Custom), all parts are designed and shaped in his workshop in 
the south of France.

► www.sanlorenzoguitars.com

FRanCe
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Sankey GUITaRS

michael SanKey
Mike Sankey has been building electric, acoustic, and archtop 
guitars since 1997. he specializes in modern and minimalist 
instruments that showcase innovative design and construction 
elements while letting the wood and the tone speak for 
themselves. Being tailored with the needs of a specific musician 
in mind, they must all be built one at a time using surprisingly 
old-fashioned techniques. each one is given a name, not a serial 
number, because each Sankey guitar is one of a kind.

► www.sankeyguitars.com

CanaDa

SaUVaGe GUITaRS

julien roure
reason and reality are constraints on the purity of artistic 
expression. Moving far beyond market forces and rationality, 
Sauvage guitars breaks with convention to create a brand like no 
other in the history of guitars. A brand for which creating emotion 
is the only guideline. 
Sauvage guitars introduces instruments that are based on 
revolutionary concepts, distinctive artistry, and absolute 
disregard for the reasonable. exclusive instruments that few will 
ever own, in the same way that dreams are for the most part far 
beyond reach. 
Sauvage guitars is committed to always delivering the 
extraordinary.

► www.sauvageguitars.com

FRanCe

SeTH BaCCUS GUITaRS

SeTh baccuS
Seth Baccus guitars are built using a blend of modern precision 
technology and old world hand skills. Striving for each guitar to 
feel alive, Seth Baccus builds them with an acute attention to 
detail and using only the finest materials available. each guitar is 
built with pride and dedication. This is a labour of love.

► www.sethbaccus.com

UnITeD kInGDOm

SkC

STefan heSS
SkC’s Stefan hess’s holy grail is the search for the perfect tone, 
although he knows that this will be an endless search, but a good 
one. using different composite materials in combination with 
tone woods for his instruments, Stefan knows the secrets of 
creating maximum resonance and an even tone quality in all of his 
basses and guitars. playability and performance are legendary.

► www.bogart-bass.de

GeRmany

SOULTOOL CUSTOmIZeD GUITaRS 
SWITZeRLanD

eGon j. rauScher
Soultool customized guitars Switzerland manufactures high-end 
electric guitars. The factory is located close to the lake Zurich, 
about 50 km away from Zurich City. Soultool customized guitars 
Switzerland was founded in the spring of 1998, but long before 
that they carried out a high volume of repairs and updates on 
electric guitars. in order to guarantee the best possible quality, all 
Soultools are manufactured entirely by hand in Switzerland. Only 
fully certified materials are used. Quality, passion, design - that’s 
Soultool customized guitars Switzerland.

► www.soultool.com

SWITZeRLanD

SOUTHWeLL GUITaRS

Gary SouThwell
gary Southwell established his own workshop in 1983. 
With an impressive list of distinguished clients gary works as 
a copyist and restorer of romantic 19th century guitars, while 
his own acclaimed A Series design exhibits a stylish flair and 
innovation combined with a deep understanding of tradition. 
gary will be exhibiting a pair of limited edition Fenland Black Oak 
A Series guitars (one Classical, one Steel String) made specially 
for the 2016 holy grail Show.

► www.southwellguitars.co.uk

UnITeD kInGDOm

SPaLT InSTRUmenTS

michael SPalT
Michael Spalt has been making guitars for nearly 20 years now - 
starting out with the l.A. guitar garage in the late 90’s, over the 
years he’s worked on and made guitars for many of the stars in 
the bustling los Angeles music scene. After moving to europe 
in 2009, he is now working out of his studio in Vienna. Michael’s 
instruments are singular tools designed to please the ear and the 
eye, to entice the musician to pick them up, and to enchant and 
inspire the player with their feel and tone.

► www.spaltinstruments.com

aUSTRIa

SPRInGeR GUITaRS

miKaël SPrinGer
in 2004, Mikaël Springer started building electric guitars as a 
hobby, starting off like many of his luthier colleagues. From then 
on, guitar building became a true passion for him, and he never 
stopped building, learning, and improving his skills. in 2011 Mikaël 
started his own guitar line under the name Springer guitars, 
and since then has pursued his philosophy of building high-end, 
lively and unique guitars, perfect tools for the expression of the 
musician’s art.

► www.springerguitars.com

FRanCe
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STeInBReCHeR GUITaRS

jan STeinbrecher
Opened in 2009, there is a studio in Dresden, germany, where 
traditionally trained luthier jan Steinbrecher builds limited 
numbers of fine electric and semi-acoustic guitars. precise 
craftsmanship, air-seasoned wood and special pickups allow 
Steinbrecher guitars to produce an excellent sound – even when 
not amplified. it’s always about the interplay of form, tone and 
player which is supposed to fit like your favourite pair of shoes 
that you’ve enjoyed wearing over the years. That’s why the client 
is always involved in the craft’s concept and every guitar is a 
unique piece.

► www.steinbrecherguitars.com

GeRmany

STeVenS CUSTOm GUITaRS

werner KoZliK 
+ STefan Zirnbauer
The company Stevens Custom guitars was founded in 1993. 
Stevens Custom guitars specialises in developing and building 
acoustic instruments, such as steel string guitars, irish bouzoukis, 
ukuleles and customised instruments. every guitar player has an 
individual image of ideal sound, playability and visual features 
of an instrument. Stevens Custom guitars tries to transpose all 
these ideas into the perfect instrument. it is possible to choose 
woods, neck width and shaping, and aesthetic features like 
bindings, inlays and finish.

► www.guitars.de

GeRmany

STOLL GUITaRS

chriSTian SToll
For more than 30 years, Stoll guitars has been present on the 
german and international guitar market. From the start, Christian 
Stoll has followed his own concept regarding body shape, bracing, 
overall appearance and sound and thus has built a nice product 
line of classical guitars, steel string guitars, acoustic basses and 
ukuleles as well as custom instruments. 
Stoll is probably best known for the legendary Acoustic Bass but 
also for innovative guitars like the iQ steel string with fanned frets 
and Double Fun, a reversible steel string/classical guitar with two 
necks.

► www.stollguitars.de

GeRmany

STRaDI InSTRUmenTS DeSIGn

mareK dabeK
Marek Dąbek is polish master luthier, photographer and 
designer… Since 2002 working under the pseudonym Stradi, 
developing electric upright basses, violins and bass guitars. The 
experience gained from the work on electric stringed instruments 
allowed him to look at the bass guitar from a completely new 
perspective. his work is based on creativity, hard work and 
constant development. Marek puts a lot of care in to every detail 
of the instrument including exceptional sound, ergonomics, pure 
form and unique woods. his work connects classical and modern 
worlds in both - design and technology.

► www.symphonybass.com

POLanD

STRaTmann GITaRRen

ThomaS STraTmann
Since 1990, Stratmann gitarren has been The place to go for 
custom made electric guitars and repairs in hannover, germany. 
guitars and basses as well as very special instruments are 
completely designed and hand-crafted using traditional tools 
and machinery. All stages of manufacturing are performed in the 
local workshop – from optimal wood selection to high gloss finish 
and the perfect setup of each instrument. even the pickups are 
handwound in the workshop to meet the individual demands of 
the customers as well possible. 
in the spacious and well-equipped workshop, Thomas Stratmann 
also offers guitar building courses of 2 weeks with up to 5 
participants.

► www.stratmann-gitarren.de

GeRmany

T.man GUITaRS

andreaS Thiemann
Since 2005 Andreas Thiemann has had his own electric 
guitar manufacturing shop, first in Cologne, then in Bonn. 
his instruments are designed according to the wishes of his 
customers and his own ideas. 
he manufactures guitars not only for the challenges of 
professional nerds but for all who share the pleasure of an unique 
guitar. 
his instruments always strive for visual and acoustic harmony. 
referring to their sound, vintage guitars are the model, but their 
appearance can be designed with all kinds of modern shapes.

► www.tman-guitars.de

GeRmany

TaUSCH eLeCTRIC GUITaRS

rainer TauSch
Tausch electric guitars was founded in 1995 by the passionate 
guitar enthusiast rainer Tausch. 
After a period of experiments with many different tone woods 
and guitar designs, rainer Tausch stands today for timelessly 
designed guitars. Due to the selection of used materials (such as 
pear wood, plum wood and other exotic native tone woods) they 
are both sustainable and very unique sounding.

► www.tausch-guitars.de

GeRmany

THOmaS GUITaRS

ThomaS orGler 
+ niKolauS eilKen
Thomas guitars is a small workshop located in Bolzano, italy 
dedicated to the art of handmade guitars. 
The two luthiers Thomas Orgler and Nikolaus eilken teamed up 
in 2010 for the purpose of creating the highest quality acoustic 
guitars, that combine a clear direct sound, easy playability and a 
modern design. 
All instruments are built one at a time using only the best quality 
tonewoods, as they cut spruce in a three-day window in the 
winter with great attention to the phase of the moon, and tune 
every instrument by weight and tone.

► www.thomas-guitars.it

ITaLy
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THOmaS OCHS GITaRRenBaU

ThomaS ochS
each instrument leaving the workshop of Thomas Ochs reflects 
the quest for perfection, which also incites the musician to artistic 
peak performances. For Thomas it is of utmost importance to 
craft your instrument according to your individual needs and 
expectations. That is the only way to create an instrument you 
feel absolutely and completely comfortable with. Technical 
perfection, great attention to detail, and finest nuances in sound 
design characterize his guitars. 
located near the world heritage city Bamberg in southern 
germany, Thomas builds truly customised instruments from 
meticulously selected materials with a special focus on non-
tropical woods and sustainability.

► www.ochs-gitarrenbau.de

GeRmany

TOnFUCHS GUITaRS

uwe Schölch
After ten years’ experience in professional guitar building and 
repairing, uwe created the first prototype of the Bulldog model 
in 2004, followed in january 2005 by the founding of Tonfuchs 
guitars. Since then, he has worked to master his handcrafted, 
world-class instruments beyond the mainstream. From beginning 
to end, each part is made by uwe himself, without using CNC 
machines. uwe uses the finest components in an artisanal 
tradition, and implements uncompromising designs that 
transform each instrument into a unique piece of art. 
Tonfuchs, no conformity.

► www.tonfuchs.com

GeRmany

TSOPeLaS HanDmaDe GUITaRS

KonSTanTin TSoPelaS
luthier konstantin Tsopelas established his own workshop 
15 years ago. he lives and works in Athens, greece. he mainly 
concentrates on building old-style acoustic guitars which are 
improved models of guitars made at the beginning of the century, 
used in blues, jazz and many types of traditional music, but also 
builds native instruments of his country like the Bouzouki. his 
continuous search for higher quality has put him among the top 
musicians’ choice for recordings and live performances.

► www.tsopelas.com

GReeCe

TULI BaSSeS

aron bach
The combination of technology and nature is at the core of what 
makes Tuli basses special. innovative electronics systems 
dressed in stunning varieties of arctic birch make up the player-
focused platform developed by bassist and master craftsman 
Aron Bach. Finland is known for old-world wood industry and 
new-world technology. Tuli, the Finnish word for fire, has melded 
these worlds together in a meticulously handcrafted instrument 
that displays the best of both. All of this toward providing an 
instrument whose aesthetics and playability bring out the best 
in the player by expanding expectations of what is technically 
possible.

► www.tulibass.com

© aarography.com

FInLanD

TURnSTOne GUITaR COmPany

roSie heydenrych
Turnstone guitar Company is based in Surrey, england. Founded 
by luthier rosie heydenrych, it is a single luthier workshop 
handcrafting customised fine steel string acoustic guitars. 
For rosie, handcrafting highly responsive, beautiful guitars is a 
labour of love and a true passion. 
As well as working with exquisite traditional timbers, rosie also 
has an interest in english grown timbers and offers a model made 
entirely out of english wood. 
Creating a guitar with rosie is a highly personal experience. it 
is her hope that your bespoke instrument will provide you with 
years of pleasure and creative inspiration.

► www.turnstoneguitar.co.uk

UnITeD kInGDOm

TV JOneS

ThomaS v. joneS
World-renowned for his now-23-year-old company’s handmade 
guitar and bass pickups, TV jones has also been handcrafting 
guitars, and basses since the early 1990s. With a client base 
including Brian Setzer, john Fogerty, joe perry, Billy gibbons, and 
T-Bone Burnett – among many others – jones has also consulted 
and designed instruments for firms such as gretsch, Bigsby, and 
Cort.

► www.tvjones.com

UnITeD STaTeS

VeRDIneRO GUITaRS

nunZio verdinero
his passion for guitars started about 6 years ago. After 20 years 
of professional dancing and choreographing Nunzio Verdinero 
bought a vintage guitar on a flea market and of course he wanted 
to restore it by himself. it became a complete disaster… But what 
happened was important for his future: the desire to find out 
more about the secret of building instruments.

► www.verdinero-guitars.com

SWITZeRLanD

VeRSOUL LTD

Kari nieminen
exquisitely designed and hand crafted instruments with soul 
by kari Nieminen. The powerful distillation of four decades of 
studying, building and natural artistry, honed to the finest cutting 
edge. iconic rock stars, jazz players, classical musicians and 
collectors all agree: Versoul guitars, basses and amplifiers are 
among the finest instruments ever created. 
Versoul includes artists like ronnie Wood, pete Townshend & 
roger Daltrey, Billy F gibbons & Dusty hill, kenny Burrell.

► www.versoul.com

© Joel Nieminen

FInLanD
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VIk GUITaRS

viachaSlau KuleTSKi
harmony is the ground principle that lays behind custom hand 
made guitars built by luthier Vik kuletski and known worldwide as 
Vik guitars. A perfect balance of artistry and technology, tradition 
and innovation, elegance and functionality, passion and skills is 
what makes these guitars stand out in any environment.

► www.vikguitars.com

UnITeD STaTeS

VILHeLm enGSTRÖm GUITaRS

vilhelm enGSTröm
Captivated by the sounds of slide-playing delta blues artists, 
Vilhelm engström built his first metal bodied resonator guitar in 
1999. 10 years later he decided to bring his guitar building to a 
professional level and studied lutherie in Stockholm, gaining a 
bachelor’s degree. Today he creates his own guitar models, both 
wood and metal, in a small shop in Stockholm. 
Focused on building his own models, including fine ladder braced 
flat top guitars and exclusively designed metal bodied resonator 
guitars of the highest quality. his high-end metalwork features 
tig-welded joints and various chemically obtained rust finishes, 
giving each instrument its unique appearance.

► www.veguitars.com

SWeDen

VOLT eLeCTRICS

Sander de Gier 
+ ewouT nijman
Two out of control guitar-fanatics, ewout Nijman (designer) and 
Sander de gier (guitar maker), teamed up to start Volt electrics, 
a new brand of electric guitars that discharge unforgiving 
amounts of rock ‘n roll potential. Starting with raw materials, 
they transform them into hand built art with astounding tone and 
attention to detail. While each guitar they craft is truly worthy 
of being the crown jewel in your collection, they are meant to 
be played, hard and loud. The reverse is the first model that 
Volt electrics offers. Don’t let yourself down, you must try it. it’s 
electric.

► www.voltguitars.com

neTHeRLanDS

VUORenSakU

SaKu vuori
For eight years a young Finnish luthier Saku Vuori has worked 
with guitar repairs, custom jobs and all the daily work related 
to stringed instruments. For the last couple of years he has also 
been crafting some fine custom made electric instruments and 
premium guitar pickups. 
his first self-made instrument collection began to take shape in 
December 2014. he just decided to start making what he truly 
loved. The world of relics and offset guitars were the basis of 
everything. The collection called “The T. Family” has now over 10 
members and there’s way more to come!

► www.vuorensaku.fi

FInLanD

WIDman CUSTOm eLeCTRICS

john widman
john Widman of Widman Custom electrics produces a limited 
number of hand-made instruments each year concentrating 
on specific customer request and bespoke appointments. Our 
pride is our devotion to the craft, attention to detail, establishing 
trustworthy client relationships, and delivering one-of-a-kind 
custom instruments.  
The Widman Custom electrics lineup includes three different 
electric guitar models, the gigmaster, the T-Master, and the set 
neck models - the SN*22 and the SN*24. each model may be 
adapted to any customer’s specifics. in addition, john also makes 
acoustic and electric banjos, and fine tenor and baritone ukuleles.

► www.widmancustomelectrics.com

© widman custom electrics 2016© widman custom electrics

UnITeD STaTeS

WILLIam LaSkIn - GUITaRmakeR

william ‘GriT’ laSKin
William ‘grit’ laskin – since 1971, builder of performance level 
Steel-String, Flamenco and Classical guitars. players of his guitars 
include Tom Chapin, k.d.lang, jessie Cook, Ottmar liebert, Tom 
Cochrane, lillebjorn Nilsen, guitarmaker Bill Collings and Martin 
guitars’ Dick Boak. 
grit received Canada’s highest award for craft, the Saidye 
Bronfman Award For excellence. he has also been awarded the 
Order Of Canada, the country’s highest civilian honour both for 
his innovative contribution to guitarmaking and Canada’s music 
community. he is the originator of the Armrest and ribrest body 
beveling, is co-originator of the Sideport Soundhole, is world-
renowned for his groundbreaking inlay Art. his new book, grAND 
COMpliCATiONS will be premiered at the 2016 hggS.

► www.williamlaskin.com

CanaDa

WReCk GUITaRS

danijel KoPjar
Wreck guitars is a small company based in Croatia. it was founded 
in 2015 after 10 years of building instruments of any kind by owner 
Danijel kopja. The main goal of the company is to offer a different 
sound for everyone. Their guitars and basses are completely 
handmade in a specific way by routing the entire body inside with 
small pyramids. it is a perfect way to eliminate colorations in 
resonances in the semi hollow way of building instruments. Wreck 
guitars and basses are made with lots of love and care.

► www.wreckguitars.hr

CROaTIa

ZeRBeRUS GUITaRS

franK Scheucher
“holy moly – what a stupid idea!” This is what Frank Scheucher 
thought when a customer called him asking for a guitar made of 
real stone. 
Frank started building guitars when he was 14 years old. 
in 2002 - together with his wife - he founded Zerberus-guitars. 
in 2007 he got the crazy phone call that changed everything. 
The strong resonating 5mm thick real stone tops of the 
gorgonized guitars offer an incredible and even sustain. 
With a weight of only 3.4 kilograms they are not heavy at all. 
A stupid idea? No way!

► www.zerberus-guitars.de

GeRmany
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To honor his lifetime achievement as a guitar making teacher and luthier, we are 
proud to induct rauno Nieminen as an honorary member to the egB. rauno’s sharing 
and caring approach towards our beloved profession, his successful efforts in making 
Finnish lutherie a force to be reckoned with in the guitar world, set an admirable 

example for the luthiers of europe and elsewhere. We 
salute rauno, and wish him many more productive and 
satisfying years in his work.

rauno started making musical instruments in the late 
1970’s. Today he has a Master’s Degree in lutherie, as 
well as a Doctor’s Degree in musicology. his track record 
is breathtaking, entwining in countless ways with our 
shared love - the guitar. The true tour de force among 
rauno’s many achievements however is his remarkable 
career as the father of luthier education in Finland. 
rauno’s legacy will certainly live on, as there are today 
over 100 professional luthiers in Finland - the vast 
majority of them former graduates from the ikaalinen 
College of Arts and Crafts, lutherie Department, founded 
by rauno Nieminen in 1984. 

ThE EGB hONORARY MEMBERShIP
rAuNO NieMiNeN

The European Guitar Builders e.V. is an international alliance formed by 
professional independent European luthiers, founded in Vienna, in 2012.

The egB is dedicated to the development of resources and networks among guitar 
builders across europe, and to the creation of a community network. An association of 
professional luthiers, it is also open to guitar lovers and people working in related fields 
– they are welcome to join and support the goals of the egB as associate members.

Ours is a grass roots effort. We are individual professional builders who work in the 
traditional format - handwork, individual attention to the instrument and the client/
musician, with a focus on quality and enduring value. We want to preserve and innovate 
the art and craft of guitar building in europe as a vital part of our musical culture 
in partnership with the musician, as we strive to nurture and advance our musical 
heritage. 

The Holy Grail Guitar Show is the highlight of the egB’s yearly activities. it is intended as 
a meeting place between the builder and the player, a showcase of what the craft has 
to offer. With this Show we also want to foster a better understanding of what makes 
the hand-built guitar special, and why the cultural and social contribution of the artisan 
builder are valuable elements of our society.

ThE EGB

www.grandguitars.de
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These items are available on:

Proceeds from the sale of these items will help finance future Shows. 

WWW.HOLYGRAILGUITARSHOW.COM/HGGS-SHOP

These great products
will be a cool reminder
of the great experience

you’ve had at the
HGGS this year!

THE HOLY GRAIL GUITAR SHOP!

Born in ‘62, Andrea Ballarin started building guitars after 
a career as guitar player. in ‘87 he became “Mr. Manne”, 
producing his guitars in Schio, Northeastern italy.
he always looks for the “Best Way to do it”, often embarking 
on a different path from mainstream guitar construction. 
using unorthodox designs, materials and solutions, Manne 
supplies new instruments for creative musicians.

it’s a very common opinion among players that the tone of the 
electric guitar is mostly created and shaped by the pick-ups. 
And it’s true. i mean what you listen to is certainly the sound 
that magnetic microphones pick up from the guitar.

But i like to see it in a different way. if you listen to a singing 
voice, are you hearing the voice of the singer or the tone 
of the microphone? if you have ever recorded in a studio, 
you probably noticed how each different microphone gives 
a different feel to a singing voice and how singers feel more 
confident or just sing better, if they are able to hear their 
voice better, or if they find their favorite tone, or the tool that 
best suits them. There is some work behind getting the right 
reproduction of any sound source.

Microphones and guitar pickups are in the same family. They 
both capture sound. They are the intermediary between 
production and distribution. each one has its own features, 
range and personality that can cooperate with the source of 
the sound to obtain the final result. Some singers, just like 
some guitar players, like to have a microphone with different 
ranges of warmth, or more or less articulation. Sometimes it is 
even difficult to describe the quality of reproduction, as it can 
just be a matter of how it feels.

Change the microphone and you will change the reproduction 
of the generated sounds. You will get very different results, but 
you will not change the nature of a voice. Change a pickup, 
and you will not change the nature of the guitar’s tone, just its 
reproduction. 

i remember an interview with Stevie ray Vaughan, in which 
he described how his beloved No.1 let him play in one way, 
while another instrument, the cream, maple neck one, 
gave him more urgency, more nervous shredding due to the 
different responses of the two instruments. To me, guitars are 
not just tone, but mainly responses. response is the dynamic 
interaction between the player and the instrument. Different 
instruments let us play in slightly different ways, as each one 
gives back to the player in a different way. This results mostly 
from how they are made: construction, features, woods, parts.

i have often tried to demonstrate the different tones of a set-in 
neck compared to a bolt-on neck attached to two otherwise 
identical instruments. i usually work with standard pick-
up models with a neutral response that give me a stable 
reference, to highlight the different results obtained by the 
different construction solutions. When i recorded the test at 
a public demo at a guitar show, most listeners could barely 
recognize the difference. Some could not. But if i asked players 
to check this themselves, passing them the two different 
instruments to make the comparison, they all recognized it 
very easily, and described the differences in much the same 
way. it is not just ‘tone’ in the sense of frequency response, but 
rather the sensation of a dynamic response. This is because 
the instruments have different characteristics, derived from 
the different neck attachment structures.

While pick-ups are easy to substitute, the guitar’s «character» 
is something that belongs to the combination of the various 
elements within each instrument. each element makes a 
contribution in a certain way. if you build two similar guitars 
you will get something very similar. But like the human voice, 
each guitar’s voice has its own distinguishable, personal 
character. We get used to it. We learn to work with it. And we 
can come to love it, if it resonates with our playing.

As guitar builders we need to concentrate on the guitar’s 
«character», as that will be the feature that will make 
it individual and unique and that will always stay with 
that instrument. each guitar builder has his or her own 
visions and recipes for creating a wide palette of different 
tonal characters, in order to be able to give players many 
possibilities and different choices. The design and engineering 
of the instrument, the consideration of how these construction 
features will make use of vibrating string energy, all this is 
determined by what particular resonance contribution we 
are looking for. What are our priorities, and how will these 
elements interact to compensate for, or enhance a particular 
feature? Then, after that, we can choose the best microphone 
to reproduce it.

TONE ChARACTER Of ThE ElECTRIC GuITAR 
ANDreA BAllAriN - MANNe guiTArS
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We are pleased to present here the egB yearbook - a complete listing of our growing
membership of luthiers from across the european guitar maker’s scene.

THe eGB 2016 yeaRBOOk
FULL memBeRS OF THe eUROPean GUITaR BUILDeRS aSSOCIaTIOn
Actual list of September 15th 2016

AdRIAN luCAS
a.J. LUCaS LUTHIeR
uNiTeD kiNgDOM
www.lucasguitars.co.uk

AdRIANO SERGIO
eRGOn GUITaRS
pOrTugAl
www.ergonguitars.com

AlAN CRINGEAN
aC GUITaRS
uNiTeD kiNgDOM
www.acguitars.co.uk

ANdREA BAllARIN
manne GUITaRS
iTAlY
www.manne.com/

ANdREAS NEuBAuER
neUBaUeR GUITaRS
AuSTriA
www.neubauerguitars.com/

ANdREAS KRISTAll
kRISTaLL
gerMANY
www.kristallbass.com

ANdREAS ThIEMANN
T.man GUITaRS
gerMANY
www.tman-guitars.de

ANdREAS CuNTz
CUnTZ-GUITaRS
gerMANY
www.cuntz-guitars.de/

ANdY MANSON
anDy manSOn CUSTOm
GUITaRS
pOrTugAl
www.andymanson.com

ANGElO vAN 
MERRIENBOER
PanUCCI
NeTherlANDS
www.panucci.nl

ARI-JuKKA “A-J” 
luOMARANTA
aJL GUITaRS
FiNlAND
www.ajl-guitars.com/

ARI-PEKKA “A-P” 
PAASONEN
aP PaaSOnen (JaSeSOI)
FiNlAND
www.jasesoi.fi

ARON BACh
TULI BaSSeS
FiNlAND
www.tulibass.com

BASTIAN KANBACh
ZeaL GUITaRS // BaSTIan
kanBaCH & OLIVeR ReICH GBR
gerMANY
www.zeal-guitars.com

BERT GEREChT
HOT WIRe BaSS
gerMANY
www.hotwire-bass.de

CARlOS ROBERTO 
MIChEluTTI
mICHeLUTTIS InSTRUmenTS
iTAlY
www.micheluttis.com

ChRIS lARKIN
CHRIS LaRkIn CUSTOm
GUITaRS
irelAND
www.chrislarkinguitars.com

ChRISTIAN döRR
GITaRRenBaUmeISTeR C. D.
gerMANY
www.gitarren-service.de

ChRISTIAN JABlONSKI
JaBLOnSkI
AuSTriA
www.jablonski-guitars.at

ChRISTIAN STOll
STOLL GUITaRS
gerMANY
www.stollguitars.de

ChRISTOPhE GREllIER
GReLLIeR GUITaRS
FrANCe
www.grellier.fr/

ChRISTOPhE lEduC
LeDUC GUITaRS
FrANCe
www.leduc.fr

ClAudIO PAGEllI
PaGeLLI
SWiTZerlAND
www.pagelli.com/

CSABA BENEdEK
FIBenaRe GUITaRS
huNgArY
www.fibenare-guitars.com

dAN MACPhERSON
maCPHeRSOn GUITaRS
uNiTeD kiNgDOM
www.macphersonguitars.com/

dANIEl CABEzAS
BaCCe CUSTOm
GUITaRS & BaSSeS
SpAiN
www.bacceguitars.com

dANIEl KuPPElS
ReDemPTIOn GUITaR
gerMANY
www.redemtion-guitars.de
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dANIEl MEIER
DanOU GUITaRS
SWiTZerlAND
www.danou-guitars.ch

dANIElE fIERRO
JaCaRanDa GUITaRS
(LIUTeRIa aRTIGIana JaCaRanDa)
iTAlY
www.jacaranda.it/en/

dARKO MIlOJEvIC
LeO GUITaRS
gerMANY
www.leoguitars.com

dETlEf MOEwS
PImP my GUITaR CUSTOm
GUITaR anD RePaIR SHOP
gerMANY
www.pimpmyguitar.de

EGON RAuSChER
SOULTOOL CUSTOmIZeD
GUITaRS SWITZeRLanD
SWiTZerlAND
www.soultool.com

ENRICO dIdONATO
DI DOnaTO GUITaRS
iTAlY
www.didonatoguitars.it/

fABIAN SChwEIGER
FaBGUITaRS
BelgiuM
www.facebook.com/fabguitars

fABIANO SCuffI
LIUTeRIa FaBIanO SCUFFI
iTAlY
www.liuteriafabianoscuffi.it

fABIO RAGGhIANTI
FaBIO RaGGHIanTI
iTAlY
www.ragghianti.com

fERdINANd RIKKERS
RIkkeRS GUITaRS & BaSSeS
NeTherlANDS
www.rikkersguitars.com

fRANCISCO 
ROdRíGuEz
FRanFReT
SpAiN
www.franfret.net

fRANK dEIMEl
DeImeL GUITaRWORkS
gerMANY
www.deimelguitarworks.de/

fRANK hARTuNG
FRank HaRTUnG GUITaRS
gerMANY
www.hartung-guitars.com

fRédéRIC PONS
kOPO GUITaRS
FrANCe
www.kopoguitare.com

fulvIO CAPPEllI
aCOUSTIC LIUTeRIa
iTAlY
www.acousticliuteria.com

GEORGE lOwdEN
GeORGe LOWDen GUITaRS
uNiTeD kiNgDOM
www.lowdenguitars.com/george-
lowden-luthier

GERAld MARlEAux
maRLeaUx BaSS GUITaRS
gerMANY
www.marleaux-bass.com

GERARd ChATElIER
CHaTeLIeR FReReS
FrANCe
www.chatelierfreres.com

GERhARd SChwARz
SCHWaRZ CUSTOm GUITaRS
gerMANY
www.schwarz-custom.de

GIJS dE wIT
De WIT GUITaRS
NeTherlANDS
www.dewitguitars.com

GIulIO NEGRINI
neGRInI GUITaRS - LIUTeRIa 
GnG
SWiTZerlAND
www.liuteriagng.com

GRAzIANO lANdONI
LeGnO&CORDe GUITaRS
iTAlY
www.legnoecorde.com

GREGOR OlBRICh
THORnDaL
gerMANY
www.thorndal.de

GüNTER EYB
eyB GUITaRS
gerMANY
www.eyb-guitars.eu

GuNNAR öRN 
SIGuRdSSON
ORn CUSTOm GUITaRS
iCelAND
www.facebook.com/orncustomguitars
www.luthier.is

hANS GEERdINK
JHG GUITaRS
NeTherlANDS
www.jhgguitars.nl

hEINER dREIzEhNTER
GITaRRenBaU HeIneR
DReIZeHnTeR
gerMANY
www.acoustic-guitars.de

hIlKO NACKAERTS
HILkO GUITaRS
BelgiuM
http://hilkoguitars.com

JACCO STuITJE
RIkkeRS GUITaRS & BaSSeS
NeTherlANDS
www.rikkersguitars.com

JEff GuIlfORd
JJ GUITaRS
uNiTeD kiNgDOM
www.jjguitars.com/
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JENS RITTER
JenS RITTeR InSTRUmenTS
gerMANY
www.ritter-instruments.com

JENS wAlTER
SaITenReITeR
gerMANY
www.saitenreiter.com

JOhN JOvENIAux
TaO GUITaRS
By JOHn & SeRGe
BelgiuM
www.taoguitars.com/

JOSE RAMOS
RamOS GUITaRS
SpAiN
www.ramosguitars.com

JOSEP MElO I vAllS
meLO GUITaRS
SpAiN
www.meloguitars.com

JuhA RuOKANGAS
RUOkanGaS GUITaRS
FiNlAND
www.ruokangas.com/

JulIEN ROuRE
WILD CUSTOmS
FrANCe
www.wildcustomguitars.com

KAI wAhlBRINK
WaHLBRInk
gerMANY
www.custom-instruments.com/

KARI NIEMINEN
VeRSOUL LTD.
FiNlAND
www.versoul.com

KEvIN ARAM
aRam GUITaRS
uNiTeD kiNgDOM
www.aramguitars.co.uk

KOSTAdIN dIMITROv
kD
BulgAriA
www.kdbasses.com

KuldAR KAlluSTE
kaLLUSTe GUITaRS
eSTONiA
kitarrikliinik.ee

lARS RASMuSSEN
RaSmUSSen GUITaRS
SWeDeN
www.rasmussenguitars.com

MAGNuS RAMEl
maGnUS RameL InLay WORkS
(maRamU)
SWeDeN
www.mrinlay.com

MARCO PONTIllO
BO-One GUITaRS
iTAlY
www.bo-one.it

MARCO OMAR vIOlA
m.O.V.GUITaRS
iTAlY
www.movguitars.com

MARIO STRuGER
S82 InSTRUmenTS
AuSTriA
www.s82instruments.com/home.
html

MARTIN SEElIGER
LakeWOOD GUITaRS GmBH
gerMANY
www.lakewood-guitars.com

MATTIAS MEYER
BaSSaRT
gerMANY
www.bassartguitars.de

MAuRIzIO CuzzOlIN
GReaT OWL GUITaRS
iTAlY
www.greatowlguitars.com

MEIK dOBBRATz
Le Fay
gerMANY
www.lefay.de

MIChAEl hOBBS
mICHaeL HOBBS GUITaRS
uNiTeD kiNgDOM

MIChAEl SPAlT
SPaLT InSTRUmenTS
AuSTriA
www.spaltinstruments.com/

MIKAël SPRINGER
SPRInGeR GUITaRS
FrANCe
www.springerguitars.com/

NICO dAYET
GUITaRS & CIe STePInHUT
FrANCe
www.lutherie-guitare.fr/

NIK huBER
nIk HUBeR GUITaRS
gerMANY
www.nikhuber-guitars.de

NIKOlA AdAMOvIC
aDamOVIC
NeTherlANDS
www.adamovic.nl/

NOEMI SChEMBRI
nOemI GUITaRS
iTAlY
www.noemiguitars.com

OTTO hAlABICA
HaLaBICa GUITaRS
SlOVAk repuBliC
halabicaguitars.com

ØYSTEIN huSEMOEN
Ø. HUSemOenS GITaRmakeRI, 
nORWeGIan WOOD SeRIeS
NOrWAY
www.norwegianwoodseries.com

GuitarConnoisseur.com
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A beautiful new reading experience on iPhones, 

iPads, Android phones and tablets! 75
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PAOlO lARdERA
BLaCkBeaRD GUITaRS
iTAlY
www.chitarrebarbanera.it

PETER dE SMET
PDS GUITaRS
NeTherlANDS
www.pdsguitars.nl

PETER lEwIS
LeWIS GUITaR WORkS
uNiTeD kiNgDOM
www.lewisguitarworks.com

PETER vANdAEl
VanDaeL GUITaR
BelgiuM
www.vandaelguitar.be

PIERRE BOSERuP 
duBRé
DUBRé GUITaRS
DeNMArk
www.dubreguitars.com

PIERRE-MARIE 
ChâTEAuNEuf
PmC GUITaRS
FrANCe
www.pmcguitars.com

PIERRICK BRuA
PIeRRICk BRUa GUITaRS
FrANCe
www.bruaguitars.com/

RAINER TAuSCh
TaUSCH eLeCTRIC GUITaRS
gerMANY
www.tausch-guitars.com/

RAlPh BONTE
aRRenBIeGUITaRS
BelgiuM
www.arrenbieguitars.be

RAuNO NIEMINEN
TmI RaUnO nIemInen
FiNlAND
www.raunonieminen.com

REINER dOBBRATz
Le Fay
gerMANY
www.lefay.de

RENATO RuATTI
nOe’ SaS
iTAlY
www.noahguitars.com

RIChARd hEERES
HeeReS CUSTOm GUITaRS
NeTherlANDS
www.heeresguitars.nl

ROMAN vON 
hIRSChMANN
HIRSCHmann GUITaRS
gerMANY
www.hirschmann-guitars.com

RüdIGER zIESEMANN
BaSSLIne BaSSeS
gerMANY
www.bassline-bass.de

RudOlf BAChMANN
BaCHmann GUITaRS
& TOneWOOD
iTAlY
www.bachmann-guitars.com

SAKu vuORI
VUORenSakU
FiNlAND
www.vuorensaku.fi

SAlvAdOR SORIANO
GReyHOUnD GUITaRS
SpAiN
www.greyhoundguitars.com

SANdER dE GIER
De GIeR GUITaRS & BaSSeS
NeTherlANDS
www.degierguitars.com/

SERGE MIChIElS
TaO GUITaRS
By JOHn & SeRGe
BelgiuM
www.taoguitars.com/

SETh BACCuS
SeTH BaCCUS GUITaRS
pOrTugAl
www.sethbaccus.com/

TEd ASTRANd
ÅSTRanD GUITaRS
(COSmOLOGy aB)
SWeDeN
www.astrandguitars.com

ThOMAS OChS
OCHS GITaRRenBaU
gerMANY
www.ochs-gitarrenbau.de

ThORSTEN hANS
HanS GUITaRS & RePaIR
gerMANY
www.hansguitars.com

TONI fAYOS JOvER
aFJ CUSTOm GUITaRS
SpAiN
www.afjguitars.com

TORSTEN PREuSS
PReUSS GUITaRS
gerMANY
www.preussguitars.de

ulRICh TEuffEl
TeUFFeL
gerMANY
www.teuffel.com/

uwE SChölCh
TOnFUCHS GUITaRS
gerMANY
www.tonfuchs.com

wOuT BOSMA
De LUTHIeRS
NeTherlANDS
www.deluthiers.nl
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While The Holy Grail Guitar Show is all about presenting 
the newest developments and achievements in the field 
of lutherie, we should not forget about the guitar makers 
who have come before us. We build on their shoulders, 
taking advantage of the breakthroughs and discoveries 
they have made, and we want to honor them and remind 
ourselves that much of what we accomplish today would 
not have been possible were it not for what they have 
bequeathed on us.

The EGB historical Project shines a light on guitar 
makers of the past who have contributed to the 
development of the guitar, who have excelled at their 
craft and who should be remembered. As an egB project, 
the focus also lies on reclaiming the history of the guitar 
in europe.

each year, the historical Project Table at The holy 
Grail Guitar Show will display examples of one such 
guitar builders’ work.

This year’s egB historical Table showcases one of the truly great luthiers in the history of guitar building:

JOhANN GEORG STAuffER (1778-1853)
Around the beginning of the 19th century Vienna was a major center for both guitar composition, performance and for 
the craft of lutherie. A veritable guitar-craze fueled a lively scene of guitar makers, with Stauffer emerging as one of the 
most inventive and skilled, certainly as the one with the greatest historical impact on the development of the modern 
flat-top guitar - his legacy was carried on and amplified by his apprentice C.F. Martin. Many of Stauffer’s beautiful and 
original designs still carry a high level of relevance today and can be found on many modern instruments. We are very 
proud to be able to show a selection of original Stauffer instruments at this year’s egB historical project Table.

dr. Stefan hackl • “Stauffer & Co. – The Viennese guitar and its music 
in the early 19th century”
saturday 12:00 - 13:30 / rOOm strassburg

ThE EGB hISTORICAl PROJECT

G. 01

dr. Stefan hackl, guitarist, teacher 
and researcher, is the co-author of 
the book Stauffer &Co, a massive 
tome about the Vienna guitar maker’s 
scene of the time. he will present his 
book along with Stauffer guitars he 
has generously agreed to share with 
us, and also give a lecture about the 
redoubtable guitar maker on Saturday 
at 12:00.

▲ © pascal mougin

w w w . v i n t a g e a n d r a r e . c o m

Buy & Sell

LUTHERIE    BOUTIQUE   V INTAGE
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For all lovers of books about the guitar

Once a rare commodity, the number of books on guitars and 
guitar making have increased significantly over the past few 
years. Today we are graced with a large and varied selection of 
wonderful books about luthiers, guitar brands, guitar history, 
building techniques, as well as all sorts of other guitar-related 
topics. 

The egB Book Club Table at the 2015 edition of The Holy Grail 
Guitar Show was a great success, and so this year you will also 
find a variety of books on offer, which we have assembled in 
cooperation with the german bookseller Medium. 

Browse and enjoy! You may even find a book here to take over 
and relax with in this year’s new Show addition - the public 
lounge...

One of the core missions of the egB is to provide a platform to 
luthiers for the gathering and exchange of information. Books 
are an important part of this. The egB Book Club is the place to 
find out about, recommend, review and discuss books relating 
to luthierie and the guitar.

ThE EGB BOOK CluB TABlE

2016 BOOK REvIEwS

Yeahbooks.de
Medium Music Books

rosenstraße 5/6
D - 48143 Münster
Deutschland/germany

phone: +49 (0)251 8993711
www.yeahbooks.de

paul Bigsby is now best known for the tremolo he 
designed, but his role as inventor, designer and 
guitar maker far exceeds the creation of this gadget. 
A colorful jack-of-all-trades, a true visionary 
and craftsman, his guitars are some of the most 
pioneering instruments in the history of the electric 
guitar. his relationships with, among others, Fred 
gretsch, Ted McCarthy and leo Fender (witness 
the undisputable influence he had on Fender’s 
designs), put him squarely at the epicenter of the 
development American electric guitar during the 
exciting years as it came into being. Some think 

of paul Bigsby as the true father of the solidbody 
electric guitar. They might very well be correct. 
This book is a great and deserved testament to his 
life and work with many wonderful illustrations of 
his seminal guitars, a colorful picture of life and 
the music and guitar-making scene in Southern 
California during the post-war years. 

Review by michael Spalt

iSBN 978-0-615-24304-7

STORY Of PAul BIGSBY
babiuk, andy

iSBN 811806405

GuITARMAKING :
TRAdITION ANd TEChNOlOGY:
A COMpleTe reFereNCe FOr The DeSigN & CONSTruCTiON 
OF The STeel-STriNg FOlk guiTAr & The ClASSiCAl guiTAr

cumpianO, william r.

luthiers Cumpiano and Natelson decided in 1987 
to create a book that was both «a workshop manual 
for the student guitar builder’’ and «a general 
reference on good guitar-making technique.’’ 
The result is truly extraordinary – close to 400 
pages take you through all the critical elements 
in producing a steel-string and classical guitar. 
illustrations and photographs throughout the book 
compliment the clear and thorough text. Topics 
include the guitar’s anatomy, material and tools, 

soundboard bracing, purfling and binding, and 
finishing. New, you’ll find the book for $20, second 
hand you’ll find the book for less than $15. Certainly 
one of the top books in our craft.
When i started out making guitars in 1995 i 
devoured this book.

Review by Ralph bonte

as a special treat this year William ‘Grit’ 
Laskin is going to introduce his new book 
“Grand Complications” and have a book 
signing following his presentation on Sunday 
at 12:00.

© 2015 amanda dickey
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This book provides all the information for anyone 
who wants to design and make wide variety of 
percussion, string and wind instruments. it includes 
many illustrations and designs with parts list and 
detailed construction instructions.
The book deals with the physics of musical 
instruments with practical content and 
experimentation. The musical instrument examples 
require easily obtainable supplies (such as balloons 
and small pieces of wood) and only a few common 
tools (such as hammer).i recommend this book 
to hobbyists, willing to create experimental 
musical instruments, and to teachers searching to 
stimulate creativity. But the book is not for people 
interested in learning how to make traditional 
musical instruments with advanced construction 
techniques.

Bart hopkin is a professional guitarist and 
instrument designer who has been the editor 
of experimental Musical instruments journal 
since 1985. Over the years he was active in many 
facets of music-making including performance 
and recording, composition and arrangement, 
instrument making, music education, theatre 
music, and ethnomusicological research.

Review by Cem Öcek

Will hodgkinson’s quest to become a guitar god (or 
maybe just a relatively competent player), moves 
briskly from his london basement apartment 
where he tortures wife and children with his 
beginner’s attempts at six-string stardom, across 
two continents and numerous meetings with 
players famous and not-so famous, and finally 
culminates on a stage in Camden Town. Funny, 
entertaining, full of nuggets of insight and history 

about the guitar, this book is perfect for anyone 
with a soft spot for the instrument. if you are a 
player, you will reconnect with what it means to be 
a guitar player and reaffirm your passion. And if you 
don’t yet play the guitar, you might just be enticed 
to pick it up and try and learn Davey graham’s ‘Anji’!

Review by michael Spalt

SeA ShArp preSS • iSBN 978-1-884365-08-9

iSBN 978-0-306-81514-0 MuSICAl INSTRuMENT dESIGN
GuITAR MAN - A SIx STRING OdYSSEE

hOpkin, bart

hOdgkinsOn, will

You may ask yourself why we offer a book about 
what could be seen as the exact opposite of what 
you will find here at The holy grail guitar Show. A 
book about japanese guitars from the 40’s, 50’s 
and 60’s, long synonymous with cheap knock-offs 
(like the Chinese today), badly made and awkward 
copies of the original American models. everything 
about this would seem to be anathema to what 
happens here at the Show! But – for a brief period, 
before japanese makers started making mainly 
copies and subsequently consolidated into a few 
large brands, there was an explosion of creativity 
and inventiveness. Countless small companies 
wanted to take advantage of the opening of the 
American market to guitars that were even cheaper 
than the homegrown brands, like harmony or 
Silvertone. in the span of a few years hundreds of 
makers popped onto the scene and soon hundreds 
of thousands of their instruments flooded the 
market world-wide. Scrounging for materials in a 

time of scarcity after the war, and without much 
know-how at first, they were busy interpreting what 
they thought the far-off public might want – weird 
shapes, gaudy finishes, a host of improbable axes 
with aristocratic sounding names. Many of these 
companies have since disappeared, some survived 
and are big players today. Some, like guyatone, 
Yamaha and ibanez, created original models which 
have become classics by now. A great look at this 
fascinating time, a true labor of love, this book 
chronicles a period in the history of the guitar 
which until now has been neglected, but certainly 
played a large role in supplying young teenagers 
with cheap and colorful guitars – and whose impact 
also changed the American and european market 
forever, heralding the decline and disappearance of 
the low-priced domestic makers.

Review by michael Spalt

iSBN 9781574243154

hISTORY Of JAPANESE ElECTRIC GuITARS
meyers, frank

intrigued by a photograph of a large number of 
women sitting outside the gibson guitar factory 
in the mid 40s, john Thomas sets out on an 
exploration. The company had always claimed it 
didn’t build any guitars during World War ii. upon 
investigation it turns out the there are thousands 
of ‘Banner’ gibsons that were produced during 
the war years and that these were largely made by 
women. john Thomas tracks down and interviews 
some of these women, visits the old gibson factory 
and pores over the gibson production ledgers to 

uncover a fascinating story of life in the factory 
during wartime when there were few skilled 
craftsmen around and materials were scarce and 
restricted. in spite of this the “kalamazoo gals” 
managed to make what many consider to be some 
of the finest-sounding gibson acoustics that the 
company ever made.

Review by adrian Lucas

Once upon a time there was no internet... it’s 
hard to imagine today, as we look at the wealth of 
information being generated and readily available 
with just a few key strokes. it wasn’t like that just 
over a decade ago. You had to look hard to find 
information about how to make guitars, where to 
get material and parts. 
Much has changed. But i confess, i am still a very 
analog person, and find i prefer a well-structured 
and comprehensive book i can lay out on the 
workbench for a quick look to reference things in a 
jiffy. This book has been around for a while, and it 
was one of the first books, where a guitar builder 
could find authoritative, practical and incisive 
information about making guitars. i found this book 
at a point well into my career as guitar maker, and 

i still learned a lot from it (and still do value it as a 
reminder and refresher). it is still one of the best 
guides, well written and comprehensive, covering 
the whole process from wood selection, layout 
and construction, and it also focuses on things like 
tuning soundboards and backs. roger Siminoff is 
a prolific and knowledgeable writer, with quite a 
few books out there about various topics regarding 
stringed instrument making - mandolins, tap 
tuning, constructing a solidbody guitar, etc.., all of 
which can be wholeheartedly recommended, just 
like this one. 

Review by michael Spalt

iSBN 978-0-9830827-8-1

iSBN 9780634014680

KAlAMAzOO GAlS

ThE luThIER’S hANdBOOK
siminOff, rOger h

thOmas, JOhn

The above reviews are some examples of those you will find 
on the egB Book Club page, along with a larger listing of guitar 
related books which might be of interest to you.
please feel free to visit:
www.europeanguitarbuilders.com/book-club
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Die Illustration zeigt die Fähigkeit der Beschichtung, die Wicklungszwischenräume vor Schmutzablagerungen zu schützen. 
Bei der Illustration handelt es sich lediglich um eine nicht maßstabsgetreue Simulation. *Elixir Strings Spieler-Umfrage
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® Strings entscheiden
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andere Saiten durch Schmutz und 
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Wicklungszwischenräume setzen, die Saiten 
verschmutzen und den Ton zerstören.

Die ultradünne Beschichtung von Elixir Saiten 
wirkt wie eine Barriere zwischen Saite und 
zerstörerischer Umgebung.

Elixir Strings ist die einzige Saitenmarke, bei der 
die komplette Saite beschichtet ist. Nicht nur die 
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Wicklungszwischenräume.

Das Ergebnis: Elixir Saiten behalten ihren Klang länger 
als jede andere Saite, beschichtet oder unbeschichtet.*

Kein Wunder, dass Gitarrenbauer für ihre Instrumente 
Elixir Strings wählen.

Elixir Strings im Detail 
Die Illustration zeigt die schützende Beschichtung
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WOODS
eNgliSh gerMAN FreNCh SpANiSh lATiN

Alder erle Aulne Aliso Alnus

Arctic Birch Birke Bouleau arctique Abedul del Ártico Betula pendula

Ash esche frêne Fresno Fraxinus

Ash / Swamp Ash Sumpfesche frêne des marais Fesno del pantano Fraxinus nigra

Basswood linde tilleul Tilo Tilia americana

ebony / gaboon ebenholz ebene du gabon Ébano de gaboon Diospyros crassiflora

Mahogany / honduran honduranisches Mahagoni acajou du honduras Caoba de honduras Swietenia macrophylla (king)

Mahogany / khaya khaya khaya Caoba /khaya khaya grandifoliola

Mahogany / Sipo Sipo Sipo Caoba/ Sipo entandrophragma utile

Maple Ahorn Érable Arce Acer Saccharum

Maple / Birdseye Vogelaugen Ahorn érable moucheté Arce / Ojo de pájaro Acer saccharum

Maple / Flame Ahorn geflammt érable ondé Arce Flameado Acer Saccharum

Maple / hard Ahorn érable uS Arce Duro Acer saccharum

Maple / Quilted Wölkchenahorn érable pommelé / bouclé Arce Acolchado Acer Saccharum

rosewood / Brazilian rio-palisander palissandre de rio palosanto/Brasil Dalbergia Nigra

rosewood / indian Ostindischer palisander palissandre indien palosanto/india Dalbergia latifolia

Spanish Cedar Cedrela (Cedro) Cedre espagnol / Cedro Cedro español Cedrella Odorata

Spruce Fichte epicéa Abeto picea Abies

Walnut Walnuss Noyer Nogal juglans regia

Walnut / english Walnuss Noyer / Anglais Nogal / inglés juglans regia

GUITaR & BaSS PaRTS
eNgliSh gerMAN FreNCh SpANiSh

Binding einfassung/randeinlagen Filet Binding

Body korpus Caisse / Corps Cuerpo

Body / hollow Vollresonanzkorpus Corps évidé / hollowbody Cuerpo/ hueco

Body / Semisolid Semiakustischer korpus Corps semi-évidé / Semi-hollow Cuerpo/ Semisólido

Body / Solid Massiver korpus Corps plein / Solid body Cuerpo / Sólido

Cutaway Cutaway pan coupé Cutaway

Fretboard / Fingerboard griffbrett Touche Diapasón

headstock kopfplatte Tête Clavijero / pala

heel halsfuss Talon Talón

inlay einlagen incrustation incrustación

Neck hals Manche Mástil

purfling purfling Contre-filet / purfling Filete

Scale Mensur Diapason escala

Sides Zargen Éclisses Aros

Soundhole Schallloch Bouche Boca

Top / Soundboard Decke Table Tapa

HaRDWaRe
eNgliSh gerMAN FreNCh SpANiSh

Bridge Steg Chevalet puente

Bridge / Compensated intonierter Steg Chevalet à intonation compensée puente/ compensado

Bridge / Wraparound einteiler Steg Chevalet Wraparound puente Cordal 

Fret Bund Frette / barette Traste

Nut Sattel Sillet Cejuela

pickguard Schlagbrett plaque de protection / pickguard golpeador

Saddle Stegeinlage (bone) pontet Selleta

Saddles reiter pontets Selletas

Screw Schraube Vis Tornillo

Stoptail Saitenhalter Cordier Cordal

Strap button gurtknopf Attache courroie enganche Correa

Strings Saiten Cordes Cuerdas

Tailpiece Saitenhalter Cordier Cordal

Trussrod Stellstab Tige de reglage Alma

Tuners Stimmmechaniken Mécaniques Afinadores

LUTHIeR’S 
DICTIOnaRy
To help facilitate
communication about
the guitars on display
we have decided to include 
a dictionary of the most 
common guitar-related terms 
in several languages.
This luthier’s dictionary is
an ongoing project by the 
egB and is continuously 
updated and expanded. 

published here is
a condensed version of
the full dictionary, which
is available on the egB
website and includes several 
additional languages:
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TOOLS
eNgliSh gerMAN FreNCh SpANiSh

Carving knife Schnitzmesser Couteau de sculpteur Cuchillo

Chisel Meißel / Stemmeisen ciseau à bois Cincel

planer hobel rabot Cepillo

rasp raspel râpe escofina

router Fräser Défonceuse / Fraiseuse Fresadora

File Feile lime lima

Screwdriver Schraubenzieher Tournevis Destornillador

Drill Bohrer Foret Broca

Saw Säge Scie Sierra

glue leim Colle pegamento

Soundhole cutter Schallochschneider Couteau à rosace Cortador de Boca

maTeRIaLS
eNgliSh gerMAN FreNCh SpANiSh

Nickel-Silver Nickel-Silver Nickel-silver Níquel-plata

Stainless steel edelstahl Acciaio inossidabile Acero inoxidable

Bone knochen Os hueso

FInISH
eNgliSh gerMAN FreNCh SpANiSh

Flat Matt plat Mate

gloss glänzend Brillant Brillo

lacquer lack Vernis laca / Barniz

Oil Öl huile Aceite

polyurethane polyurethan polyuréthane poliuretano

Satin Seidenmatte (Oberfläche) Satiné Satinado

Semi-gloss Seidenglänzend Semi-brillant Mate (Semi-brillo)

eLeCTROnICS
eNgliSh gerMAN FreNCh SpANiSh

Capacitor kondensator Condensateur Condensador

knob knopf Bouton Botón

Output jack Ausgangsbuchse Sortie jack jack

pickup Tonabnehmer Micro pastilla

pot potentiometer (poti) potentiomètre potenciómetro

Switch Schalter Sélecteur Selector

Battery Batterie pile pila

Amplifier Verstärker Amplificateur Amplificador

Wire Draht Cable Cable

GeneRaL TeRmS
eNgliSh gerMAN FreNCh SpANiSh

Action (string height) Saitenlage Action / Action des cordes Altura de Cuerdas (Acción)

intonation intonation intonation entonación

pick plektrum Médiator púa

Tone Ton Son Tono

Vibration Schwingung Vibration Vibración

Volume lautstärke Volume Volumen

playability Spielbarkeit jouabilité Tocabilidad / Fácil de tocar

Tuning Stimmung Accordage Afinación m
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Aash bass 116

AC guitars 67

Adamovic Basses 118

André instruments LWC 93

Ap paasonen guitars and mandolins 136

Atkin guitars 48

Bacce Custom guitars & Basses 46

Bachmann guitars & Tonewood 85

Bassart guitars LWC 112

Beast of the east 114

Benoit lavoie luthier LWC 53

Beutling guitars 134

Bigfoot guitars LWC 80

Boerjes Bass&guitar Design LWC 111

Cardinal instruments 35

Chatelier Frères 100

Chris larkin Custom guitars LWC 33

Christina kobler guitars 137

Claas guitars 75

Cloe guitars - Cesaroni 97

Cuntz guitars 91

Daniel Stark gitarrenatelier LWC 84

Daniel Zucali 88

Darius guitarz 17

de Wit guitars 105

Deimel guitarworks 18

Di Donato guitars 24

Distorted Branch Custom guitars 130

Dontcho ivanov luthier 106

Dreamer guitarworks LWC 73

Dubré guitars 51

elrick Bass guitars 131

ergon guitars 16

eyb guitars 126

eyestone guitars LWC 77

Fibenare guitars Co. 128

Franfret handmade guitars 41

Franz Bassguitars 129

gamble guitars 66

giulio Negrini guitars 37

greyhound guitars 27

guitares & Cie - “Stepinhut" 94

hahl Meistergitarren 96

halabica guitars 49

hans guitars 6

heiner Dreizehnter gitarrenbau 83

helliver guitars 3

hilko guitars 5

husemoens gitarmakeri LWC 32

ihush guitars 26

indian hill guitars 90

isaac jang guitars 56

iVee guitars 14

jablonski guitars 87

jeffrey Yong guitars LWC 57

jens ritter instruments 72

jhg guitars LWC 110

jj guitars 1

jokerguitars 62

jünger gitarren 107

kD 120

kopo LWC 108

kostal guitars 58

kristall 119

lame horse instruments 50

lAVA guitars 9

le Fay 132

letain guitars LWC 47

limbo guitars 59

loef guitars 82

loïc le pape 22

lottonen guitars Oy LWC 104

lowden guitars 61

lutherie gervais 79

M.O.V.guitars 28

Maestro guitars 55

Malinoski guitar 2

Marco guitars & Bass 115

Marleaux Bass guitars LWC 121

McNally guitars 98

Meigel guitars 92

Melo guitars LWC 103

MeloDuende guitars 127

Myka guitars 39

Nik huber guitars 40

Novacorda guitars LWC 30

o3 guitar & bass 12

OD guitars 11

Oliver lang instruments 125

Orn Custom guitars 20

pablo Massa guitars LWC 74

pagelli gitarrenbau 43

paul lairat 122

peter Naglitsch luthier 23

pMC guitars 38

poljakoff gitarren 78

potvin guitars 69

prohaszka guitars 95

raymond kraut guitars 63

relish guitars 19

ronin guitars 109

rozawood LWC 52

San lorenzo guitars 7

Sankey guitars LWC 44

Sauvage guitars 13

Seth Baccus guitars 4

SkC 70

Soultool customized guitars 
Switzerland LWC

21

Southwell guitars 54

Spalt instruments 36

Springer guitars 31

Steinbrecher guitars 29

Stevens Custom guitars 89

Stoll guitars LWC 135

Stradi instruments Design LWC 133

Stratmann gitarren 45

t.man guitars 117

Tausch electric guitars 68

The egB historical project presenting 
johann georg Stauffer 65

The leonardo guitar research project 64

Thomas guitars 99

Thomas Ochs gitarrenbau 102

Tonfuchs guitars 8

Tsopelas handmade guitars 60

Tuli Basses LWC 124

Turnstone guitar Company LWC 86

TV jones 15

Verdinero guitars 76

Versoul ltd 113

Vik guitars 25

Vilhelm engström guitars 101

Volt electrics 10

Vuorensaku LWC 34

Widman Custom electrics 71

William laskin - guitarmaker 81

Wreck guitars 123

Zerberus guitars 42
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